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Women’s History Month Special Article:
Interview with “Professor Cynthia Furse”

Sima Noghanian

CommScope Ruckus Networks
Sunnyvale, CA, USA

sima noghanian@ieee.org

Abstract – In this article I had the pleasure of inter-
viewing Professor Cynthia Furse. Professor Furse is not
only an internationally well-known researcher in the field
of computation and applied electromagnetics (EM), but
also an innovator in modern teaching techniques, an
entrepreneur, an academic leader, and a true mentor for
many young professionals in the electromagnetics field.

Index Terms – women in applied computational electro-
magnetics, women in STEM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cynthia Furse (Cindy) is a Professor in the Electrical
and Computer Engineering Department at the University
of Utah. Professor Furse is a Fellow of the IEEE and the
National Academy of Inventors. She is the co-founder
of LiveWire Innovation and she was the Associate Vice
President for Research at the University of Utah for 10
years. She is well known for her innovative teaching
methods in electromagnetics, through flipped classrooms
and open-source textbooks. She was the recipient of the
2020 IEEE Chen To Tai Distinguished Educator Award:
“For motivating, challenging, educating and inspiring
the next generation of EM engineers through innova-
tive teaching, hands-on experiences, current research,
and lively participation.” This is only one example from
a long list of awards for excellence in education and
mentoring. Professor Furse is also well known for her
research in Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
and computational electromagnetics, implanted anten-
nas, and fault detection of live wires. She is currently
a member of the National Science Foundation Advisory
Committee, a Member of the Editorial Board of the Pro-
ceedings of the IEEE, the Award Committee Chair of the
IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society, and the Tech-
nical Co-Chair of the IEEE Antennas and Propagation
Symposium and URSI Symposium 2023. She is truly an
inspiration and role model for young women and engi-
neers in this field. If you get the chance to meet her in
person, you always see her smiling (Fig. 1). I encour-
age you to read through this interview, which is in the

form of questions and answers, to find many invaluable
lessons and advice from Professor Furse.

Fig. 1. Professor Cynthia (Cindy) Furse.

II. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Q & A)

Q: Tell me about yourself.
A: I am an electrical and computer engineering profes-
sor at the University of Utah (Fig. 2). I was born in
Maine and grew up in Utah. I love rural areas and I enjoy
engineering. I got my undergraduate, master’s, and Ph.D.
degrees all at the University of Utah, where I currently
teach. This is a little bit unusual, but it gives me a lot of
perspective on the place where I am. My daughter also
graduated in electrical engineering and earned her mas-
ter’s and MBA from the University of Utah. My brother
also graduated in electrical engineering; he took some
classes from me. My youngest brother did a computer
science degree from the University of Utah. I have a lot
of different perspectives on the place where I teach. I
am also an entrepreneur: I started up a spin-off company
from my research called “Livewire Innovation” [1].
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Fig. 2. Professor Furse with her famous Smith Chart
quilt in the background. She made this quilt and all of
her graduate students and senior project students sign it
when they are finished with their projects.

Q: When and how did you get interested in engineer-
ing?
A: When I was in high school, I thought I was going
to be a writer. Later I was going to be a veterinarian. I
did an internship at a veterinary clinic. It was awesome.
I became very interested in engineering when I did an
internship with a pediatrician, and she showed me MRI
scans. I decided I wanted to help people like her. Then
I thought the person who helped people was the engi-
neer who developed the MRI. MRI was a new technol-
ogy that got me interested in the fact that engineers make
such a difference in the world, and that is how I got inter-
ested in engineering. I was in high school when I discov-
ered my interest in engineering. I decided to go into the
engineering field right after high school. Engineering is
a great way to apply math. I think math is very beautiful
and engineers can apply math and use it and build and
make things that help people. At first, I started studying
mechanical engineering. Later I switched over to electri-
cal engineering when I found so many great applications
and many ways that I could use math as an electrical
engineer.

Q: When did you become interested in EM?
A: It was in my junior year in college when I took the
electromagnetics class from Professor Magdy Iskander.
He is one of our very famous electromagnetics profes-
sors. It was so exciting and very different from other
electrical engineering topics. I love digital and analog,
but when I saw electromagnetics and learned that the
fields do not stay on a wire, it was like magic, yet it
was so predictable by Maxwell’s equations. After the
EM course, I took computational electromagnetics and
really enjoyed it. Magdy accepted me as an undergradu-
ate researcher, and I wrote a paper on my undergraduate
research [2]. Then I did my master’s under his super-

vision (Fig. 3). It was a fantastic experience. I learned
so much and enjoyed it tremendously. I did some early
Method of Moment simulations for hyperthermia for the
body and in particular, the head, for applications in brain
tumor treatment. After my work on the MoM, I began
working with Professor Om Gandhi on FDTD, which is
a better choice for modeling heterogeneous media.

Fig. 3. Professor Furse (as a graduate student) perform-
ing an experiment in the lab with her supervisor, Profes-
sor Iskander.

Q: You mentioned the mentorship of Professor Iskan-
der. Did you have other mentors? What is the role of
mentors in students’ success?
A: Professor Iskander was an excellent mentor and
taught me so much about research and presenting it. I
also had other mentors, including some of the other grad-
uate students in my office in the department. They always
had good advice for me. They were people whom I could
associate with. Even in high school, my physics teacher
was the first mentor to ask me if I had thought of engi-
neering when I did not know much about engineering. I
think mentors are important for all of us. Overall, I have
had quite a lot of mentors in my career. Each mentor has
some strength, and when you learn from the mentors you
learn from their strengths. I think when I have a variety
of mentors I learn from the best in the field. I think I have
more mentors now than when I was a student.

Some mentors are more senior than me, and some
are even junior. It is a matrix of mentors. You always
need mentors. For example, when I was associate vice
president for research, the vice president of research was
a great mentor who showed me how to lead a large group
of people. I’d never had that experience before. I also
benefited from his mentoring in teaching.

One of my favorite mentors is Professor Balanis.
When I was a young student, I walked up to him when he
had won an award, and I told him I wanted to be just like
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him. To date, he is still my mentor. I asked my students
what is the most important I can do for them as their
mentor. They said the most important thing for a men-
tor is honesty. If someone is not doing well, the mentor
should honestly tell them and show them the ways that
they can do it better. You can see how my students are
giving me advice that I could use.

Q: You have a passion for teaching and always look for
innovative methods of teaching. Please explain more
about your teaching activities.
A: Sometimes people see teaching and research as sep-
arate tasks, but they are not separable. They are two
important pieces of the puzzle that go together. One
thing that motivates me to be innovative and creative in
my teaching is that when I was taking my junior year
in engineering it was difficult. Some concepts and top-
ics were hard. Sometimes my classes were just so hard
that I cried. Sometimes, I didn’t feel I belonged. Now,
I look for ways for my students to learn and understand
engineering topics happily, efficiently, and easily. I am
always looking for ways to improve my teaching (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Professor Furse teaching an undergraduate class.

There have only been a few ways that electromag-
netics has been taught, yet there are some teachers who
are more inspiring than others. I would like to be one
of the inspiring teachers and look for ways that excite
my students. For example, one of the strong innovations
that I have been involved with is the flipped classroom. I
adopted the flipped classroom before even it had a name.
I was teaching and I had students who through their mil-
itary assignments had to leave and had no option to take
the class for a year. To help them I video-recorded my
classes on CDs or DVDs and sent them to these students.
I quickly realized that the video lectures were so help-
ful to those students, and gradually other students came
and asked me if I could make them available to them too.
I put them in the library and made them accessible to
all students. Students who had already come to the class
used them to review the material, and they mentioned to
me that they could not possibly pick up all the details that

I thought in class, and having access to the video lectures
helped them to review the lecture.

Tablets were just becoming available, and I couldn’t
even get a tablet – I ordered a tablet, and it was back
ordered for like two or three months. I made my first
video lectures with my little camera on a tripod and a
whiteboard. You see me in those early lectures walking
back and forth to turn the camera. It was not fancy at
all, but they became so successful. Soon I realized that I
could buy more time for my students. I always felt like
when I delivered a lecture and the students would think
they understood it, just to learn when they started doing
their homework and needed me, I was not there to guide
them. They would randomly shop for equations and try
to get the answer. I thought that I wanted to “be there”
when they were working on the homework problems. I
tried so many ways to get more time in my class, I tried to
do my lecture faster, but it just didn’t work. After record-
ing those video lectures, I realized that I could use the
video and move the lecture out of class time. Students
could watch it in advance and then we could spend the
class time actively working on the problems together.
As soon as I did that it just magically made more time
and therefore more interaction with the students. They
learned more, did better and liked it more. So, it turned
out that the frustration with the amount of time I had in
the class is what led me to do this flip class, which was in
2007, more than 10 years before COVID started [3]. The
pandemic, of course, was a complete disaster, but it led
to a phoenix rising out of the ashes. Only a fraction of my
colleagues were using flipped classes before, now almost
all of them are using them. Now both the teachers and
the students have an amazing set of new skills and can
collaborate remotely via many different tools. We have
learned to be able to communicate effectively with our
students. Not only we can work remotely but also some-
times we are enjoying and preferring it. We’ve learned
that if we have the hybrid version of classes where stu-
dents can either come to class in person or they can join
online, there is no reason to miss a class. The flip class
is now becoming a “hybrid flipped class” or a “hy-flex
class”.

Now, anyone can pick the right location and the right
timing for them to learn, and we stop thinking of the
class as the people sitting down right now in the class
and that is the only way you can learn. This can also
enable us to invite anyone to join us from anywhere, and
that opens a huge amount of flexibility that we haven’t
even scratched the surface of yet. I think there will be
more collaborations and universal universities. Because
our fundamental classes are similar among different uni-
versities, while the senior-level classes are mostly based
on our specialties and there are only a few specialties
in every department. If we could share our specialized
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classes, I think we would all become stronger. I know
that it requires changes in the policies related to admis-
sion and tuition but if we share our classes mutually it
will be more efficient for both parties, and that creates
tremendous opportunities for our students, and yet that
would be a fair arrangement. We would be sharing and
collaborating equally, so I hope we do start seeing more
of this teaching collaboration than we ever had before.

Q: From medical implants to finding the faults in air-
craft wiring, why is applied EM important, and how it
can solve problems?
A: Since the waves are invisible and you cannot see the
electromagnetics, sometimes people won’t realize that
they’re there doing important things for them. There are
three important areas that electromagnetics excels, and it
is even more important now than it was before.

Sensing: An example is medical imaging such as
MRI and microwave radar imaging. With electromag-
netic waves that can travel through the body, we are now
able to look for tumors or cancers. This is like using radar
imaging and the use of electromagnetic waves that travel
into the ground helping us to look for oil or buried land-
mines. We see that electromagnetics is important in all
kinds of sensing. In my research, I used sensing to find
faulty wires in aircraft while the plane was working. This
is a vital application because you don’t want the plane to
crash and sometimes these problems only happen dur-
ing the flight. By the time the airplane comes back to the
ground, we may not be able to locate that fault.

Communication: We can attach data to waves.
Modulating the data into electromagnetic waves to be
able to communicate, and send video, sound, and other
types of data over long distances is a very familiar way
of using electromagnetics. Cell phones now are used for
all sorts of communication. Can you imagine if we had
to be dragging a wire from place to place with our cell
phones?! Wireless communication is an important appli-
cation of electromagnetics. That includes optics. Fiber
optic cables are now used for carrying data and are an
essential part of communication.

Treatment: Another important application is the
treatment of diseases. One of the earliest applications
that I worked on was hyperthermia. That is a method of
producing heat in the body (like how we use microwave
ovens to heat food). By heating the tumors, you target the
cancerous cells and kill them while the rest of the body
is intact.

We now have so many tools, more than when my
career started. We have simulation tools to simulate a
portion of the body like the brain or the spinal cord. You
can buy chips and put together antennas, and you can
directly print antennas onto the circuit board. We have
more tools and powers to creatively come up with new
devices.

Q: You are a successful researcher, a passionate
teacher, an inventor, and active in academic admin-
istration and scientific societies and groups, yet you
find time to spend with family and have many hobbies.
How do you do it all, what is your secret to work–life
balance?
A: I don’t know if there is a secret and often feel as if
there isn’t a balance. I do a lot of different professional
activities, but I value my family and the fun that I like to
have so very much that I don’t leave it out. I learned early
to schedule time and to plan so that I could do things
with my kids. I made sure we did something after din-
ner: playing or doing homework, or doing other activi-
ties. Sometimes I felt anxious because I knew that I had
more of my work waiting but it was so important to me
to spend time with my young children. And now I have
grandchildren and I look for opportunities to play with
them. I get to see them almost every weekend and that is
just delightful; I look forward to the time I spend with
them. There are so many other things that I could be
doing, there is always another paper or grant to be writ-
ten and I am behind on things. I am always behind on
some things, but I just had to schedule and plan that time
for critical and important things in my life. I don’t think
there is a secret, but “prioritization” is essential. Prioriti-
zation does not mean when I spend time with my family,
I don’t get my work done, and it does not mean I get
my work done and I don’t spend time with my family. It
means that I recognize that these two priorities are both
important and they are both going to need time. It does
mean that I am behind on things, and I don’t do as much
as I might have done if I did not spend time with my
family or go horseback riding on the weekends (Figs. 5
and 6). I have chosen the set of priorities that I apply and
that is different for each person. We need to respect that
some people want to spend more time in one place than
the other, and during different periods of their life. That
does not mean you are “balanced”, what it means is that
you made a choice, and you should choose how you want
to spend your time. I think that is the secret: “choosing
the priorities and planning how to spend the time”.

There is a secret after that, which is when you are
with your family, doing your hobbies, or walking quietly
in the woods, you should not feel guilty or unhappy that
you are not working hard. You need to relax, let your
mind take a break and let it do some of its jobs on its
own. We all get more creative when we are fresh when
we can relax and step away from problems. We feel the
frustrations especially when we work very hard on some-
thing, and it is not working. Often, for engineers, this
is the case. So, I might be working so hard that I can’t
figure it out. After I’ve tried everything, I don’t know
what else to try next. If I step away and I spend the morn-
ing horseback riding, or I go for a walk with the dogs, or
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I cook dinner with my husband, those are the times that
my mind will sort out the problem and give me the next
thing to try. If we don’t give our minds that break, they
can’t do their job. If we deny ourselves the time to spend
with family and friends and for ourselves to do our hob-
bies, or be with our pets, we are not going to be better
at our work, we will be worse. Making time makes you
better.

Fig. 5. Professor Furse, during one of her horseback rid-
ings.

Q: As you are aware, the percentage of female students
in this field has always been very low. What are the rea-
sons for this and what steps can be taken to increase
the percentage of female professionals in this field?
A: This is a funny question for me because I am here and
did find a way and I do love it. I don’t know why every-
one wouldn’t because it is so much fun and rewarding.
Any type of science that you learn deeply has got to be
exciting. We learned electromagnetics and it is exciting,
fun, and fascinating. You think you may learn everything
that you needed to know in the first two or three or four or
ten years, but no, there are so many more things to learn.
I think that many women would enjoy this now, so why
might they choose something else? When you talk with a
young woman who is exploring all the beautiful options
before her – maybe someone in high school or maybe
someone who is coming back for another career – you
must look at the entire world of things that she could do
and there are many options. Frankly, some options com-
pete with engineering fields, such as medicine, law, soci-
ology, and other excellent careers. For a young woman
who is doing well in school has every opportunity in

Fig. 6. Professor Furse, hiking with her husband.

front of her, we are competing with these other opportu-
nities. In high school, you cannot possibly have the per-
spective of what any of these fields feel like. I was unusu-
ally fortunate to be able to do a series of job shadows. My
dad, a professor, made arrangements that I could do job
shadows and see what it was like in different jobs. That
made a huge difference. Creating more opportunities to
spend time exploring all professions including engineer-
ing help all our students, men, and women, to recognize
the things that they might find fascinating and the places
where they might feel that they best fit in. When a young
woman comes and does a job shadow, she also needs to
see that our culture is welcoming and supportive. It must
be appealing and there are times that I would have to say
it is not. We need to fix that. I had a female graduate stu-
dent who once told me “I don’t want to be a professor
because you work too hard.” Then I realized that I had
not been transparent and not told them about my great
joys, such as spending time with my family or doing hob-
bies. That made me realize that I should not be hiding
those anymore. Now, for example, I tell my students that
I’m going horseback riding and I won’t be in cell phone
service for a while.

When a young woman comes and looks at our pro-
fession when she does a day of a job shadow with us,
she needs to see that all the managers treat everyone
kindly, all the professors treat their students kindly, and
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the students treat each other kindly. She needs to see that
engineers are doing things that make a difference in the
world. She needs to see that there are growth opportuni-
ties in every place for everyone, not just for her brother or
her uncle, but for her too. She needs to see that she could
move up to be a professor, a department chair, a vice
president, or the president of the university. She needs
to see an industry where not only she can work as an
entry-level engineer but also, she can move up to become
a manager. She needs to see that the individuals that a
female engineer is managing will respect her and want
to work with her. If she does not see that in the place
where you are working, you need to change it. Some
places need this change, and some places have made this
change, and you know what? They are getting the best
of everything. They are getting the best women and men
engineers. They are getting the best diverse engineers.
They are getting the best of everyone because they have
made an environment that works for people. If your job
environment is not like that, if you cannot bring your
daughter and expect her to love it, you need to change
it and make it better. Then you will be able to get the
best of everything.

Tiffany Iskander, my Ph.D. student (Magdy’s
daughter), and I did a study on the number of women
in engineering [4]. We found that sometimes the rea-
son is cultural. In the United States, students get guid-
ance from high school counselors. In some cases, we
found that many counselors didn’t realize how fantastic
the engineering profession could be for a woman. Conse-
quently, they often did not encourage bright female stu-
dents to consider pre-engineering classes such as math,
physics, and chemistry. They were much more likely to
encourage a young male student to consider engineer-
ing. In some cases, they specifically felt that engineering
was not a good career for women because there were so
few women in it. We as engineers do need to reach out
broadly around us and be generous with our time and
energy to talk to our neighbors, our nieces or nephews,
our friend’s kids, and anybody who wants to come and
talk to us.

Q: Do you have a memorable moment in your teaching
or research that you like to share?
A: Let me share one related to your previous question
on work–life balance. When I came up with the idea
that turned into a company [1], I was working on find-
ing faults in aircraft wires. I was in a group that had
done a statistical evaluation of the wires. The goal was to
decide when the wires must be replaced. Would it mat-
ter how many times the airplane had been used? Would
it matter if it was hot or cold or wet? Would it matter
if the wires went by the engine where it is hotter than
it is in the regular aircraft? They were doing statistical
analysis and they could not find evidence that would tell

them when the wire had reached the end of its useful life.
The data was showing some very peculiar results and one
of the things was that most of the faults were within a
foot or two of the connectors, and not along the entire
length of the wire. Statistically, you would expect that if
the wire was aging these types of faults would be uni-
formly distributed along the length of the wire. Since the
faults were close to the connector it became pretty appar-
ent that was due to mechanical stress. It might have been
a maintainer disconnecting the wire for repair, drilling,
or something else that happened nearby. It was happen-
ing due to an unpredictable human interaction with the
wires. Therefore, the types of faults could not be statis-
tically related. They almost always happened in flight.
When they were not being used they would not show a
fault. During the flight, when the wires started vibrat-
ing, going up in the air, getting wet or cold or warm,
they failed. Because airplanes have been built for dura-
bility there are typically three copies of every critical
system so if one fails there are two spares, that is why
our planes are successful. When an airplane had a prob-
lem up in the air, they needed to locate it and fix it later.
This was a clear problem in the aircraft industry, and I
developed what is known as a reflectometer. We could
use time domain reflectometry (TDR) to locate a fault
on a wire, but the trouble was we could only use TDR
on dead wires on the ground. We even built a frequency
domain reflectometers system in a little box and took it
to the North Island Lake Navy base, and we could not
find the faults unless the wires were not active. This was
because you can only find an open circuit when the wire
is open, and can only find a short circuit when the wire is
short-circuited. I kept saying we need to be able to find
these on “live” wires. It was months after that and I tried
so many ways I knew, trying all kinds of filters. Then dur-
ing that time once my kids and I was visiting my parents.

Fig. 7. Professor Furse and her students working on their
research on live wire fault detection.
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I was taking a shower and I watched the water randomly
dripping down the shower glass door. Then I thought to
myself: “Oh my gosh, I need a random signal, I need
a pseudorandom signal, I need a CDMA (code division
multiple access) type system, I need a spread spectrum
system!” It was one of those times when I had left my
work and was just relaxing and my mind did its job. It
was what I needed. That idea led to the development of
spread spectrum time domain reflectometry (SSTDR). It
is a system that uses a pseudo-noise code and enables
testing of the energized wires’ impedance changes and
can find faults in those wires. It is the idea behind my
spin-off company, and a part of my research work today
(Fig. 7). That moment of inspiration led me to the inven-
tion. It did not happen when I was working at my desk
but when I was out playing.

Q. Do you have any advice for students and young
professionals who are interested in the field of applied
EM?
A: Just jump in and get involved. If you are a student
interested in research, work with a faculty. Do a senior
design project related to research through an undergradu-
ate research experience, volunteer in a lab, and follow the
professor through the day doing a job shadow. Get a good
summer internship or get involved in a research experi-
ence for undergraduates (REU) through the National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) [5]. Don’t be satisfied with just
the classes. Classes are important but get involved in the
excitement of your field, get involved as early as you can.

To young professionals, those who have already
graduated and are working their first or maybe their sec-
ond job: this is a very exciting time. You have learned
a lot in school, but oh my goodness, there are a lot of
things to learn at your first job. You are becoming a true
professional. At that point be infinitely curious. Find out
what you must know. Find out about the other exciting
things that are going on at your company, or other com-
panies. Join IEEE and find out what’s going on at com-
panies around you. Talk to the people that you graduated
with and find out what they are doing. Just be infinitely
curious.

To senior professionals too: do the same thing, just
be infinitely curious. Always look for interesting stuff
in the world around you (Fig. 8). It does not have to be
something that you’ll use today. It might be just fascinat-
ing and you might use it sometime in the future. You
cannot innovate in a field by only knowing and using
the old techniques. You need ideas from other fields.
That was how my innovation happened. It came out of

Fig. 8. Professor Furse in an anechoic chamber measur-
ing an antenna.

communication theory. It was an old method in com-
munication theory, but it was new for wire testing. You
need to learn not only the topics that you use at this very
moment but just be curious about the cool things around
you so that you can apply them in creative ways.

Q: Do you have any additional comments?
A: Electromagnetics is the coolest thing in the world.
The electromagnetic community that I have experienced
has been so welcoming and embracing, creative and fun.
I think it is an excellent community for new people who
want to come in and join and it is a great place for
women.
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Abstract – To study the electromagnetic emission along
a contact line when an electrified high-speed train passes
through a neutral section, this paper models the transmis-
sion line of the traction network, provides a calculation
method and boundary conditions for the parameters of
the model, solves for the current distribution along the
contact line, and calculates the electromagnetic emission
of the contact line considering the antenna effect. Thus,
the electromagnetic emission characteristics along the
electrified railway are determined. Moreover, the actual
electromagnetic emissions of a train passing through a
neutral section are measured with a field test method and
compared with the calculation results to verify the effec-
tiveness of the model.

Index Terms – electrified high-speed railway, electro-
magnetic emission, electromagnetic environment test,
transmission line theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of transportation, sci-
ence and technology, many cities in China have begun
to build comprehensive transportation systems. Electri-
fied high-speed railways (HSRs) in airports will become
one of the future trends of integrated transportation.
However, due to the existence of offline arcs, electrified
high-speed trains generate high-frequency and broad-
band electromagnetic interference during operation [1–
3]. Due to the mechanical vibration of the pantograph, an
offline arc will be generated, which will generate high-
frequency current components and radiation to the out-
side world. Especially when a train passes through the
neutral section, it will inevitably produce an offline arc
and a large number of electromagnetic emissions [4–5].
At present, many studies have been carried out on the
mechanism behind the offline arc between a pantograph
and a catenary [6–7], with a large number of simulation
models having been developed [8–9].

In fact, the electromagnetic emissions of electrified
railways include not only the offline arc of the pan-
tograph and catenary but also that of the contact line.
As early as 2001, researchers found that electromag-

netic emission of the traction network is the result of
the offline arc, the electromagnetic emission efficiency of
the overhead line in the traction network is much higher
than the offline arc of the pantograph and catenary [10];
however, this discovery has not attracted much attention.
In this paper, by modeling the catenary of an electrified
high-speed train, the current distribution and electromag-
netic emission of the catenary are calculated to support
the electromagnetic compatibility in electrified railways.

II. NEUTRAL SECTION ARRANGEMENT

As shown in Fig. 1, the public grid supplies energy
for the overhead contact system (OCS), which is three-
phase, despite the OCS adopting a single phase [11–
12]. The external power source uses a traction substa-
tion to step down the voltage and convert three-phase
AC to single-phase AC. To balance the load of the A,
B and C phases of the public power system, it is gener-
ally required to implement an A and B (or A and C or
B and C) phase alternating power supply. In this imple-
mentation, A and B must be separated from each other
because their phases are different. Therefore, phase sep-
aration devices must be installed at the outlet of a traction
substation and between two traction substations (feeding
section ends).

As shown in Fig. 2, and as determined by the dif-
ferent running speeds of locomotives, insulated overlap
or neutral insulators can be used as neutral sections [13–
14]. Insulated overlaps rely on air for insulation, while

Fig. 1. Diagram of catenary power supply.
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Fig. 2. Classification of neutral section.

neutral insulators rely on solid- and gas-based insulation.
No matter the type of neutral section, pantograph arcing
will be generated when the train passes through it.

III. TRACTION NETWORK
ELECTROMAGNETIC EMISSION MODEL

When electrified trains run normally, the pantograph
of the train contacts a contact wire, and the traction net-
work supplies power through this contact line. Due to
the mechanical vibration of the train during its normal
driving, the pantograph and contact line will be briefly
separated, and an offline gap will appear between the
two lines, resulting in arc discharges between the con-
tact wire and pantograph, as shown in Fig. 3.

Neutral 
section

Offline arc

I0

Fig. 3. Overhead contact wire model.

Many studies show that offline arcs produce conduc-
tion current excitation on a line, such that the contact
line produces an external electromagnetic emission. This
contact wire-destructive earth transmission line model is
shown in Fig. 4. This model for the overhead line can
effectively calculate the electromagnetic emission on the
contact line.

CgdyGgdy

LgdyZgdy

CvdyGvdy

LvdyZvdy
I0 I1 I2

Locomotive body Destructive earth

Fig. 4. Overhead line model equivalent circuit.

The model is divided into two circuits, the con-
tact line-locomotive body circuit and the contact line-
damaged earth circuit, as shown in Fig. 4. Because the
contact line is a good conductor, its small impedance can
be ignored, and only the locomotive body and damaged
earth impedances are considered. In the model, Zv and
Zg are the unit length impedances of the car body and
damaged earth, Lv and Lg are the unit length inductances
of the car body and damaged earth, Cv and Cg are the
unit length capacitances of the car body and damaged
earth, Gv and Gg are the unit length conductances of the
car body and damaged earth, and I0 is the initial current.
Among these values, the wire impedance is [15]:

Zl =
1
2r

√
μl f
πσl

, (1)

where r is the contact wire radius, σl is the conductor
conductivity, μl is the conductor magnetic permeability,
and f is the frequency. The locomotive body impedance
is [15]:

Zv =
1

4πr

√
μv

πσv f
, (2)

where σv is the locomotive body conductivity, μv is
the car body magnetic permeability. The damaged earth
impedance is [16]:

Zg =
jωμ0

2π
ln

1+ γgh
γgh

, (3)

where μ0 is the vacuum permeability, h is the height
between the contact line and the ground, ω=2π f , f is
the frequency, and γg is the earth propagation coefficient,
which can be written as [16]:

γg=
√

jωμ0(σg + jωεg). (4)

The system’s inductance L and capacitance C can be
expressed as [16]:

L =
μ0

2π
ln

2h
r
, (5)

C=
2πε0

ln(2h/r)
, (6)

where r is the radius of the wire. It is possible
to obtain the contact line-car body circuit inductance
Lv and capacitance Cv, and the contact line-damaged
earth circuit inductance Lg and capacitance Cg. Since
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there is no conducting current between the contact line
and the damaged earth, G can be ignored.

The telegraph equation for the transmission line
model shown in Fig. 4 can be written as [17]:

dU(y)
dy

+ZI(y) = 0, (7)

dI(y)
dy

+YU(y) = 0, (8)

and in the formulae:
Z = (Zl +Zg +L), (9)

Y =
1

jωC
, (10)

where the boundary condition of the model at the initial
position is I0, and the terminal is the other end of the
power supply zone (the traction transformer), which can
be set as an open circuit with boundary condition written
as:

Ia1(y = 0) = I0, (11)
Ia1(y = lv) = Ia2(y = lv), (12)

Ia2(y = la) = 0, (13)
where lv is the car body length of the contact line-car
body circuit, and la is the entire model length (the length
of the power supply zone). A general solution is obtained
from equation (7) and equation (8), equations (11)–(13)
are boundary conditions, so the current distribution on
the contact line can be solved as follows:⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 −1 0 0
e−γ1lv −eγ1lv −eγ2lv eγ2lv

Z01e−γ1lv Z01eγ1lv −Z02e−γ2lv −Z02eγ2lv

0 0 e−γ2la −eγ2la

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

I+a1
I−a1
I+a2
I−a2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

I0
0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (14)

where γ0 is the propagation coefficient, and Z0 is the
characteristic impedance, which can be written as [17]:

γ0 =
√

ZY , (15)
Z0 =

√
Z/Y , (16)

where the reflux conductors below the overhead line are
different, and their corresponding impedances Z and con-
ductors Y vary. To find the initial current I0, a modi-
fied Habedank model [18] is used with a mathematical
expression as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
dgC
dt = 1

τ0gH n (
i2

u2gC
−gC)

dgM
dt = 1

τ0gH n (
i2

kgβ dmax
−gM)

gH = 1
gC

+ 1
gM

, (17)

where, i is the arc current, gC is the Cassie arc model
instantaneous conductance, gM is the Mayr arc model
instantaneous conductance, gH is the instantaneous con-
ductance of the Habedank arc model, n is a constant, τ0
is the initial time constant, u is the Habedank arc model

voltage gradient, β and k represent the power factor and
dielectric coefficient of dissipation power, respectively,
and dmax represents the maximum distance between the
pantograph and contact wire.

According to the current distribution along the con-
tact line, the electromagnetic emission can be calculated
using the antenna effect. This calculation of electromag-
netic emission is shown in Fig. 5. Because the calcula-
tion frequency is less than 30 MHz, the magnetic field
strength is calculated directly [16]:

dH=
I(y)dy
4πr2 e− j 2πr

λ (1+ j
2πr
λ

)sinθ . (18)

h

H

D

b

x

l

θ
dy

y

z

Fig. 5. Model for electromagnetic emission.

The equation’s geometric relationship is shown in
Fig. 5. Since the calculation frequency is less than
30 MHz and the distance r from the antenna to the con-
tact line is much less than the calculated wavelengthλ ,
equation (18) can be reduced according to near-field con-
ditions r� λ :

dH=
I(y)dysinθ

4πr2 , (19)

where:
r =

√
D2 + l2 + y2, (20)

sinθ =
l
b
. (21)

Subsequently, dH is integrated in segments of the
entire power supply zone, the contact line-locomotive
body circuit is integrated, and the contact line-damaged
earth circuit is integrated to obtain the total electromag-
netic emission value:

H =
∫ lv

0
dH +

∫ la

lv
dH

=
l

4πr2 [
∫ lv

0

I(y)√
D2 + l2 + y2

dy

+
∫ la

lv

I(y)√
D2 + l2 + y2

dy],

(22)
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Table 1: Used parameters
Symbol Parameter Symbol Parameter

r 0.00645 m μ0 4π×10−7 H/m
σ l 5.8×107 S/m ε0 8.85×10−12 F/m
σ v 2×107 S/m σg 0.0001 S/m
μ l 4π×10−7 H/m hg 6.4 m
μv 1.75×10−7 H/m hv 2.4 m
D 10 m

where I(y) is the current distribution on the feeding
section as calculated by equation (14). The specific cal-
culated parameters are shown in Table 1.

IV. TRACTION NETWORK
ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSMISSION

TEST

According to GB/T24338.2 [19], an EMI R&S test
receiver is used from 9 kHz to 3 GHz to test the magnetic
field intensity. An R&S ring antenna HFH2-Z2 is used
to receive the magnetic field from 8.3 kHz to 30 MHz,
and a high-frequency cable is used between them. The
test position is on the field side of an electrified railway
track, and electromagnetic emission values are recorded
when the train is coming and without any trains (back-
ground). The test parameters are set in strict accordance
with GB/T24338.2. The test instrument, test antenna, test
site and test layout are shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6 (d), TP represents a test point, which
is the position of a receiving antenna. Test point TP1
is used to record the electromagnetic field value when
the train passes through the neutral section. Test points
TP2 and TP3 verify the distribution of these electro-
magnetic emissions along the railway. Variables d1 and
d2 are the distances between the test point and neutral
section, with d1 being 600 m and d2 being 800 m. The
test data are shown in Table 2. The values represent
electromagnetic emission data tested when the vehicle
passed through the neutral section, and the background
values represent data tested when no locomotive passed
through.

During experimentation, an electromagnetic envi-
ronment test instrument is installed at a vertical dis-
tance of 10 m from the electrified railway. First, an EMI
receiver is installed and connected to a 220 V power
source. Second, a HFH2-Z2 ring antenna is installed with
the ring plane parallel to the electrified railway. Finally,
a receiver is connected to the ring antenna with a
high-frequency shielding cable. These test parameters
were set according to GB/T 24338-2. When no elec-
trified trains pass, a background electromagnetic envi-
ronment test is conducted, and these test data are back-
ground data. When an electrified train is coming, inter-
ference and electromagnetic tests are conducted. The

 

(a) EMI R&S receiver

 

(b) Ring antenna

 
(c) Test field 

Neutral d1
d2

TP TP1 TP2

d3
d4

TP3 TP4

(d) Arrangement for testing

Fig. 6. Test diagram.

data obtained from these tests characterize the electro-
magnetic emission profiles of electrified railways when
a train passes through a neutral section.

As Table 2 shows, the very stable background data
are generally maintained at approximately 26 dBμA/m.
The signal when a train passes through the neutral
section is larger than the background signal by 40 dB
to 55 dB. Since the TP is located in the neutral section,
its electromagnetic emission value is the maximum
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Table 2: Test data
Test Point Background

(dBμA/m)
Train Incoming

(dBμA/m)
TP 27.23 81.97
TP1 25.56 78.15
TP2 25.12 68.67
TP3 26.92 64.45
TP4 26.54 54.13

and reaches 81.97 dBμA/m. The TP1, TP2, TP3 and
TP4 are located along the electrified railways at 400 m,
600 m, 800 m and 1000 m away from the neutral
section, respectively. Their electromagnetic emission
values are smaller than that of TP, at 78.15 dBμA/m,
68.67 dBμA/m, 64.45 dBμA/m and 54.13 dBμA/m.

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

As Fig. 3 shows, when a train is traveling from a
feeding section to the neutral section, the current distri-
bution on the contact line can be obtained by equation
(14), as shown in Fig. 7. The current distribution of the
overhead line-locomotive body circuit is depicted on the
left side of the dotted line. The current distribution of the
overhead line-damaged earth circuit is on the right side
of the dotted line. Because the locomotive body conduc-
tivity is close to that of metal, it is a good conductor.

Given the locomotive body length, the medium fre-
quency current in the contact line is an undamped oscil-
lation. Moreover, the current oscillation is just cyclic,
and the shock amplitude appears as two peaks, which are
both 2.73 mA. This shock amplitude change is the same
as that of the 1 MHz sine wave amplitude oscillation.

Due to much lossy grounding impedance, the cur-
rent distribution on the model decayed significantly with
axial distance by approximately 0.3 mA per 100 m.
Around 1500 m from the neutral section, the current dis-
tribution on the wire attenuates to 1% of the peak value,
which leads to the inference that strong electromagnetic
emission appears on the overhead line at the beginning
of the model.

After the current distribution on the contact line is
obtained, the electromagnetic emission on the line can
be obtained by equation (22). This is compared to the
measured data, as shown in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 8, the blue curve shows the calculation of
electromagnetic emission using the above transmission
line model. The red star is the electromagnetic emis-
sion value recorded by TP2, the green star is the electro-
magnetic emission value recorded by TP3, and the black
curve is the maximum value of the background data.
As Fig. 8 shows, when an electric locomotive passes
through the neutral section, the electromagnetic emission
on the contact wire attenuates by approximately 10 dB
every 200 m.

Fig. 7. Contact line current distribution curve.

Fig. 8. Electromagnetic emission curve of the contact
wire.

The calculation results agree with the measured val-
ues, which verifies the effectiveness of the model. If the
distance between the neutral section and the measuring
point is less than nearly 1500 m, the electromagnetic
emission along the electrified railway gradually decays,
from 88.16 dBμA/m to 36.95 dBμA/m. The closer to
the neutral section, the greater the electromagnetic emis-
sion value is. The electromagnetic emission data mea-
sured at 600 m and 800 m from the neutral section
agree with the calculation results, with differences within
3 dB. The calculation results and electromagnetic emis-
sion data are both greater than the background data,
with the maximum data being 60.93 dB above the
background test value. At 1500 m from the neutral
section, its calculation results are 9.72 dB higher than the
background data.

VI. CONCLUSION

Combined with GB/T24338.2, a model for electro-
magnetic emission on a contact wire is established to cal-
culate the current distribution on the contact line, and
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the antenna effect model is established for calculating
the electromagnetic emission on the contact line. The
electromagnetic emission characteristics on the contact
wire are presented, and the electromagnetic emission
mechanism is analyzed. The electromagnetic emission
on the contact line changes linearly for damaged ground,
which imparts an obvious attenuation of approximately
10 dB per 200 meters, and its value is approximately
88 dBμA/m at the first end.

As the distance from the neutral section increases,
the electromagnetic emission value along the railway
decreases to 36.95 dBμA/m at 1500 m. The electromag-
netic emission data tested at 600 m and 800 m from
neutral agreed with the calculation results. The model
discrepancies are less than 3 dB, and the models pro-
vide values greater than the background data, proving the
effectiveness of this transmission line modeling method.
Using the model to research electromagnetic emissions
along electrified railways, the calculation results are
accurate and match the measured data. This study gives
the electromagnetic emission value for a feeding section
when a train passes a neutral section, to provide theo-
retical support for the electromagnetic compatibility of
electrified high-speed railways.
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Abstract – A new antenna array system is introduced
which enables the movement of a near-field focused
beam by change of frequency. The shift in the beam is
achieved by using multi-wavelength transmission lines
between successive elements of the array. At the de-
signed frequency the beam is focused at the focal
point. Due to the differences in the transmission line
lengths feeding the antenna elements, a progressive
phase change occurs between these elements. These
phase differences between the elements cause a shift in
the beam position. An 8×8 patch antenna array system
was designed at 2.4 GHz on a microstrip to implement
the proposed system. Two substrates were used: one for
the patch antenna array and the other one for the feed
network and transmission lines. A full-wave simulation
model was used to analyze this design and demonstrate
the movement of the beam. For this design, the focused
beam is moved 310 mm by changing the frequency from
2.2025 GHz to 2.5750 GHz.

Index Terms – beam shifting, focused beam, hyperther-
mia, near-field focusing, patch antenna array.

I. INTRODUCTION

Focusing the radiated waves from antennas at the
near field has received considerable attention recently
and there have been many publications on the subject
[1–4]. Near-field focusing provides high power density
at certain limited regions (spots), making them prefer-
able for some applications. The applications of near-
field focusing range from Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) systems [5, 6], non-contact microwave industrial
inspection [7], gate access control systems [8], wireless
power transfer [9, 10] to biomedical applications such as
imaging, hyperthermia, and treatment/diagnosis of dis-
eases [11–14].

In some focused field applications, it is necessary to
shift the beam to different positions to apply high power

at different regions, such as in hyperthermia applications
[15, 16] where it is necessary to heat tissues at different
locations on the human body. The shift in the focused
beam in medical applications is usually carried out by
moving the whole antenna system which can be very
bulky, and the required accuracy may not be achieved.
A new and simple method is introduced in this paper for
shifting the beam without any mechanical movement.

The novel technique introduced here moves the fo-
cused field by changing the frequency. The method is
very simple and does not require any phase shifters.
The antenna array will focus the radiated field at a pre-
determined focal point and this focused field will be
shifted as a function of frequency. The proposed sys-
tem will have a sound mechanism for shifting the fo-
cused beam to the desired point, as well as having greater
accuracy compared to systems handled using human
interaction.

The proposed antenna system is composed of an ar-
ray antenna fed by a power divider network. The array
antenna is designed to focus the beam at a point in space.
Multiple wavelength transmission lines at the designed
frequencies are then added to the feed lines between
successive elements leading to an antenna. This does
not add an extra phase to the elements at the designed
frequency, but phases at the elements change when the
frequency changes, resulting in a shift in the beam
position.

The design of a near-field focusing antenna ar-
ray is explained in Section II, after which the princi-
ple of the movement of the beam with frequency is
demonstrated by using a 16×16 array of isotropic el-
ements at 2.4 GHz. In Section III, an 8×8 frequency
scanning antenna array and feed network including the
additional transmission lines have been designed on
FR-4 at 2.4 GHz, and the performance of the antenna
system has been analyzed using CST Microwave Simu-
lation software.
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II. METHODOLOGY
A. The method

The principle of focusing the near field at a point
and the method of the movement of the focused beam is
illustrated below.

A rectangular antenna array is used to explain the
methodology. Figure 1 shows such an antenna lying in
the x-y plane. F (0, 0, zf) is the focal point on the z-axis
in the near-field and zf is the distance from the array an-
tenna to the focal point. As the fields are to be focused at
the focal point F, the phase of the fields from each of the
antenna elements should be equal at this point.

For achieving this phase equality, a set of phases
are calculated to be fed to each element using quadratic
phase distribution [11]. The formula for quadratic phase
distribution is given by equation (1):

φn,m = k×
(√(

(xn)
2 +(ym)

2 +(z f )
2
)
− z f

)
, (1)

where xn, ym are the position of (n,m)th element in the
array and (0, 0, zf) is the focal point. k is the wave num-
ber in rad/m. The calculated phases are fed to respec-
tive elements and as a result of having the same phases
at the focal point, constructive interference occurs form-
ing a focused spot. The required quadratic phases at the
antenna elements can be obtained by additional trans-
mission lines. The lengths of the additional transmission
lines are different for each element and are calculated
by using equation (2). Given that the total electrical dis-
tance from the reference point to the focal point should
be equal for all elements for phase equality,

wn,m +PFn,m = w0 +OF , (2)
where,

PFn,m =
√

xn2 + ym2 + z f
2, (3)

OF = z f . (4)
Figure 2 is used to show the parameters of equa-

tion (2-4). This figure consists of a plane that in-
cludes an xn = constant line array and the focal point.
Parameter wn,m is the length of the transmission line for
(n,m)th element, w0 is the length of the transmission
line corresponding to the element at the origin and OF is
the distance of the focal point from the origin, P is the po-
sition of the (n,m)th and PFn,m is the distance between
the (n,m)th element of the array and the focal point.

The focused beam above is static and cannot be
shifted unless a new set of phases are fed, or the antenna
aperture is shifted physically. Moving the focused beam
by physically changing the position of the antenna array
system is less efficient, inaccurate, and time consuming.

In this study, the shift in the beam position
is achieved by adding multiple wavelength transmis-
sion lines at the designed frequency to successive y-
direction elements. (There will therefore be an additional

Fig. 1. Near-field focused patch antenna array.

λ0 transmission line leading to m = 2 elements as
compared to m = 1 elements, and there will be a
2λ0 transmission line leading to m = 3 elements com-
pared to m= 1 elements, etc., where λ0 is the wavelength
at the design frequency).

Adding extra transmission line lengths at the design
frequency does not add an extra phase to the elements
of the array at this frequency. However, when the fre-
quency is changed, the lengths of the transmission lines
in terms of the wavelength are no longer equal to mul-
tiple wavelengths. This will cause a progressive phase
change between the elements resulting in a shift in the
beam position.

B. Movement of the beam by frequency change

In Section II A. above, it has been explained that
the movement of the beam can be achieved by adding
multiple wavelength transmission lines leading to the
elements of an antenna array. A uniform 16×16 array
antenna is used for this purpose. The elements of this
antenna array are point radiators and they have equal
amplitude. The design frequency is 2.4 GHz while the
separation between the elements is 87.5 mm (0.7λ )
in x and y-directions. λ is the free space wavelength.
The focal point is F (0, 0, zf), with zf = 1250 mm.
The elements are fed through transmission lines hav-
ing lengths wn,m calculated by using equation (2) and
given in Table 1. In addition to wn,m long transmis-
sion lines, the successive elements of the array in the
y-direction are fed with additional transmission lines of
multiple wavelengths, as explained in Section II A. The
total length of the additional transmission lines therefore
becomes,

w′n,m = wn,m +(m−1)λ0. (5)
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Fig. 2. The geometry of the focusing antenna array.

As the multiple wavelengths transmission lines
above are added in the y-direction, the motion of the
beam will be in the y-direction.

The transmission line lengths, wn,m for the 16×16
array, are given in Table 1. Only a sub-array of 8×8 is
given due to the symmetry and large size of the array.
The transmission line lengths are given in terms of wave-
length at 2.4 GHz. The physical lengths of these addi-
tional lines will be dependent on the type and medium
that they are constructed in.

Table 1: Transmission line lengths, wn,m for 8×8 sub-
array
wn,m 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 1.30
λ 0

0.99
λ 0

0.72
λ 0

0.49
λ 0

0.30
λ 0

0.16
λ 0

0.06
λ 0

0.01
λ 0

7 1.36
λ0

1.04
λ0

0.77
λ0

0.54
λ0

0.35
λ0

0.20
λ0

0.11
λ0

0.06
λ0

6 1.48
λ0

1.16
λ0

0.88
λ0

0.65
λ0

0.45
λ0

0.31
λ0

0.21
λ0

0.16
λ0

5 1.65
λ0

1.32
λ0

1.04
λ0

0.81
λ0

0.62
λ0

0.47
λ0

0.37
λ0

0.32
λ

4 1.90
λ0

1.57
λ0

1.29
λ0

1.05
λ0

0.85
λ0

0.69
λ0

0.59
λ0

0.54
λ0

3 2.23
λ

1.90
λ0

1.60
λ0

1.36
λ0

1.15
λ0

1.00
λ0

0.90
λ0

0.84
λ0

2 2.68
λ0

2.33
λ0

2.03
λ0

1.76
λ0

1.56
λ0

1.40
λ0

1.29
λ0

1.23
λ0

1 3.26
λ0

2.90
λ0

2.58
λ0

2.31
λ0

2.09
λ0

1.92
λ0

1.81
λ0

1.75
λ0

When the array is fed at 2.4 GHz the beam focuses
at the focal point and when the frequency is changed,
the phases at the radiators will change and the beam will

move along the y-axis. The electric field intensity is cal-
culated at each point along an observation line in the y-
direction passing through the focal point. The field cal-
culation is carried out by summing the electric field in-
tensity from each of the array elements at the observation
point by using equation (6) below:

E = A
16

∑
n=1

16

∑
m=1

e− jkr

r
, (6)

where A is a constant,

r =
√

x2
n +(ym− y)2 + z2

f , (7)

and y is the distance along the y-direction at the line of
observation.

The radiation patterns calculated by equation (6) are
shown in Fig. 3 for different frequencies along the y-axis
passing through the focal point. It can be observed that
the peak of the beam at the design frequency 2.4 GHz is
at y=0, as expected. Figure 3 also shows that when the
frequency is increased the beam moves in the positive
y-direction, and as the frequency is decreased the beam
moves in the negative y-direction.

Fig. 3. Normalized E-field for 16×16 antenna array at
different frequencies.

As the beam shifts away from the focal point, the
beam deteriorates with lower gain, wider beamwidth,
and higher sidelobes. The peak value drops by 3 dB for
3.260 GHz at positive 490 mm and the peak value drops
by 3 dB for 1.775 GHz at negative 660 mm in the y-
direction. The beam can therefore be scanned along a
total distance of 1150 mm for this particular design.

III. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF SCANNING
FOCUSED PATCH ANTENNA ARRAY

A. The design

A microstrip patch antenna array has been designed
and analyzed to show the feasibility of the frequency
scanning of the focused antenna array. As the design of a
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16×16 or larger array having varied additional transmis-
sion line lengths would be very complex, an 8×8 element
array has been chosen for the implementation. Two sub-
strates have been used for implementing the system on
the microstrip. The long transmission lines necessitated
the use of two substrates. Having the feed network iso-
lated from the patch array has the advantage of reducing
the serious radiation from the power dividers. The two
substrates use a common ground plane [17] as shown in
Fig. 4 (c).

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. Antenna array design (a) front view, (b) single
element patch, and (c) side view.

Figure 4 (a) shows the front view of the patch an-
tenna array. The separation between the elements of the
patch antenna array is 87.5 mm and the total size of the
microstrip antenna array is 800 x 800 mm. The feed net-
work [18] and transmission lines of the above design are
shown in Fig. 5.

The substrates are FR-4 with εr = 4.3, each hav-
ing a thickness of 0.8 mm. The focal point of the array
is 1250 mm from the origin of the array. The pin- fed
rectangular patch antenna elements [19] are used as they
are suitable for this antenna system which has two sub-
strates. The position of the pin is (-6, 2.5) mm with refer-
ence to the center of the patch element. The feed network
and the patches are connected through conducting pins
as shown in Fig. 4 (b).The lower end of each pin is con-
nected to the feedline while the upper end is connected to
the patch, passing through both substrates and the ground
plane. A section of 2.5 mm diameter around each pin is
removed from the ground plane to avoid creating a short
circuit. The pin position for patch antennas is calculated
such that they are matched at the design frequency [20].
The length and width of the patch antenna elements are
29 mm and 29.5 mm respectively. These dimensions are
obtained as in [11].

The phase delays required for each patch antenna
element for focusing at the focal point at 2.4 GHz are
obtained by using the transmission line lengths wn,m as
shown in Table 2.

Fig. 5. Feed network and transmission lines of the an-
tenna system.

Table 2: Transmission line lengths, wn,m in mm for 8×8
array
wn,m 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 77.3 58.7 46.2 39.9 39.9 46.2 58.7 77.3
7 57.0 38.8 26.5 20.3 20.3 26.5 38.8 57.0
6 44.1 26.0 13.8 07.7 07.7 13.8 26.0 44.1
5 37.7 19.7 07.6 01.5 01.5 07.6 19.7 37.7
4 37.7 19.7 07.6 01.5 01.5 07.6 19.7 37.7
3 44.1 26.0 13.8 07.7 07.7 13.8 26.0 44.1
2 57.0 38.8 26.5 20.3 20.3 26.5 38.8 57.0
1 77.3 58.7 46.2 39.9 39.9 46.2 58.7 77.3

Additional one wavelength (approximately 67 mm)
microstrip transmission lines are added between suc-
cessive elements in the y-direction. The characteristic
impedance of the transmission line is 50 Ω and the width
of these lines is 3.05 mm. Equal power dividers are used
to obtain equal power at each antenna array element.
These power dividers are designed as in [11].

B. The analysis

The above design was analyzed by using CST Mi-
crowave Simulation software. Figure 6 shows the S11 of
this 8×8 rectangular patch antenna array system. The
magnitude of the reflection coefficient is in the order
of −30 dB at the center frequency of 2.4 GHz and is
less than −15 dB over the frequency range of interest.
It can be observed that minimum reflections occurs at
a frequency 1% below the center frequency which may
have been caused by rounding up the transmission line
lengths.

Figure 7 illustrates the normalized electric field
along the x and y directions at the center frequency. As
expected, at the design frequency both plots have maxi-
mum magnitudes at the focal point. The side lobe levels
are below −10 dB in both x and y-directions. The half
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Fig. 6. S11 of the system.

Fig. 7. Normalized E-field along x and y at the focal
point.

power beamwidth of the focused beam at the center fre-
quency is approximately 200 mm in both directions.

Figure 8 shows the shift in the focused beam along
the y-axis in the negative direction as the frequency is de-
creased from 2.4 GHz to 2.2025 GHz. The peak magni-
tude of the focused field decreases as it moves away from
the focal point. The distance between the peak values of
frequencies 2.4 GHz and 2.2025 GHz, where the magni-
tude of the focused fields reduces by 3 dB, is 170 mm.
The amount of shift in the focused beam depends on the
distance of the focal point from the array, the separation
between the array elements, and the change in the fre-
quency. The shift due to the change in frequency is lin-
ear for small frequency changes but becomes nonlinear
as the distance is increased from the focal point. For this
design, the shift is approximately 74 mm per 0.1 GHz.

Figure 9 shows the shift in the focused beam along
the y-axis in the positive direction as the frequency is
increased from 2.4 GHz to 2.575 GHz. The peak mag-
nitude of the focused field decreases as it moves away
from the focal point. The distance between the peak val-
ues at 2.4 GHz and at the frequency 2.575 GHz, where
the magnitude of the focused fields reduces by 3 dB, is
140 mm.

Fig. 8. Normalized E-field at the focal point for
2.2025 GHz, 2.3 GHz, and 2.4 GHz.

Fig. 9. Normalized E-field at the focal point for 2.4 GHz,
2.5 GHz, and 2.575 GHz.

The above results show that the total shift of the fo-
cused fields along the y-axis is approximately 310 mm,
therefore validating the principle that the focused beam
can be shifted by a considerable distance by changing the
frequency.

The shifting distance of the beam can be larger for
larger-size arrays, as shown in Section II B. Although
there have been many publications on near-field focusing
and electronic beam scanning in the far field [21–23], no
specific paper was found on the electronic scanning of
fields in the near field. Although it was not possible to
compare the focused scanned beams with any published
paper, the results of the beam at the focal point compare
well with [3].

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a new antenna system for shift-
ing the focused beam by change of frequency. The move-
ment of the focused beam was achieved by using addi-
tional one wavelength transmission lines between suc-
cessive elements of the array. After establishing the prin-
ciple of the movement of the focused beam, a 16×16
element antenna array with point radiators was used to
demonstrate this principle.
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The antenna array was designed for 2.4 GHz and had
a focal length of 1250 mm. It was shown that the beam of
this antenna system could be shifted by 1150 mm in the
focal plane by changing the frequency from 1.775 GHz
to 3.26 GHz. As the design of a 16×16 array with varied
additional transmission line lengths would be very com-
plex, an 8×8 element array was used for the implemen-
tation of the frequency scanning antenna system. This
antenna system was implemented on two microstrip sub-
strates having patch antennas on one substrate and a feed
network on the other.

The additional transmission lines were incorporated
into the feed network design. A full-wave simulation
study was carried out using CST simulation software.
The simulation results show that the S11 of this antenna
system is satisfactory, being less than −15 dB over the
frequency range of interest. The focused beam moved by
310 mm by changing the frequency from 2.2025 GHz
to 2.575 GHz. The study demonstrated that by changing
the frequency, the focused beam can be shifted a con-
siderable distance by using the system introduced in this
paper.
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Abstract – In this paper, a wideband quadrangular pyra-
mid conformal printed dipole antenna is designed, man-
ufactured, and tested. The proposed antenna comprises
four dipoles pointing in different directions and four
pairs of parasitic patches. Each dipole and pair of par-
asitic patches are placed on one side of the pyramid. The
simulated impedance bandwidth exceeds 26% (S11 ≤
−10 dB), with the conformal taper varied from 0◦ to 20◦.
Omnidirectional radiation characteristics can be realized
within the working bandwidth. The prototype of the pro-
posed antenna with 10◦ taper is fabricated and measured.
Moreover, the results show that the operating frequency
band is 2.28-3.58 GHz in the S-band. The size of the fab-
ricated antenna is 35 × 35 mm2. The conclusion is that
the simulation and test results of the 10◦ taper antennas
are highly consistent.

Index Terms – conformal, multi-taper, omnidirectional.

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve communication, detection, navigation,
and other functions, various antenna types are required
for a single piece of equipment. The advantage of reduc-
ing the influence on the aerodynamic performance of
mobile carriers was shown by the conformal antenna due
to it fitting closely to the surface of the equipment. They
have therefore been widely used in military and civilian
applications such as unmanned aerial vehicles [1], mis-
sile heads, borehole radar [2], global satellite navigation
systems (GSNS) [3], wearable devices [4], vehicle-borne
devices [5, 6], and other wireless communication termi-
nal devices that need a conformal configuration [7]. A
conformal antenna with strong adhesion and integrated
design has since become one of the research hotspots in
the field of antennae.

Omnidirectional radiation antennae are widely used
in short-range detection, scanning, and so on because
of their wide beamwidth and radiation coverage. Com-

pared with directional antennae, which can only receive
radiation signals in a specified direction, omnidirectional
antennae do not have strict requirements on the azimuth
of the transmitted signal. This dramatically improves
the efficiency of short-distance signal transmission.
The combination of traditional omnidirectional antenna
and conformal antenna design significantly expands the
application of such antennae in the area of detection. A
bipolar omnidirectional antenna conformal to the cap-
sule surface for endoscopy systems is presented in [8].
However, the proposed antenna has a high specificity
for application due to the capsule shape of the confor-
mal carrier and the low gains effect. A characteristic
mode analysis (CMA)-based omnidirectional microstrip
antenna conformal to different radians is presented in
[9]. The designed broadband circularly polarized (BCP)
antenna unit can achieve 35.6% impedance bandwidth
and 22% circularly polarized bandwidth under differ-
ent bending radii along the x- and y-axes. However, the
omnidirectional radiation characteristics of the antenna
mainly depend on the radian of the carrier and the num-
ber of antenna units. In order to obtain low gain varia-
tion in the horizontal plane, a conformal array antenna
requires more elements, which complicates the antenna
feeding network. To simplify the design complexity
of the conformal omnidirectional antenna and widen
the impedance bandwidth of the antenna, a multiband
antenna based on inkjet-printing is proposed in [10]. The
operating bandwidth of the antenna can cover Global
Positioning Systems (GPS), Wireless Local Area Net-
works (WLAN), Bluetooth, and other bands. The relative
bandwidth can reach 54.4%, 14%, 23.5%, and 17.2%,
respectively. At the same time, due to the conformality
of the inkjet-printed antenna, the experimental results
show that the impedance bandwidth of the antenna is
basically unchanged, and the omnidirectional radiation
gain is above −1.2 dBi with cylinder radii of 78 mm
and 59 mm. To obtain higher radiation gain, an omni-
directional conformal antenna based on dipole form is
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proposed in [11]. The antenna can achieve a maximum
circular polarized radiation gain of 5.2 dBi within the rel-
ative impedance bandwidth of 55.8%. Besides, the radia-
tion performance of the antenna is studied, which is con-
formal to the cylindrical section with a horizontal down-
ward oblique angle of 0◦-30◦, respectively.

In order to further simplify the antenna structure
based on the design of the document [11] and reduce the
antenna design size, the antenna can be adapted to differ-
ent conformal tapers. A conformal dipole antenna with
omnidirectional radiation characteristics is presented in
this paper. The experimental simulation results show that
the antenna can achieve omnidirectional radiation char-
acteristics in the full bandwidth when the pyramid taper
varies from 0◦ to 20◦. The radiation gain is higher than
1dB in the working bandwidth.

The main innovation of this paper is to design an
omnidirectional radiation antenna based on bent arm
dipoles. By introducing a parasitic patch, the bandwidth
of the omnidirectional antenna is extended, and the con-
formal of the antenna on the surface of the pyramid is
realized.

This paper is organized as follows. The design and
analysis of the antenna are presented in Section II. Exper-
imental results are described in Section III. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Section IV.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
A. Planar omnidirectional antenna design

A multi-view of the proposed omnidirectional
antenna is presented in Fig. 1, which comprises four
dipoles. A circular low-cost FR4 substrate material (εr
= 4.4) with a height of 0.508 mm is used to print this
antenna.

Fig. 1. The structure of the planar antenna.

The dimensions of the microstrip patch antenna in
Fig. 1 are optimized by high frequency structure simu-

lator (HFSS) software, and the parameters are shown in
Table 1. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the structure of
the antenna is relatively simple, of low cost, and easily
applied in practical engineering terms.

Table 1: Dimensions of the proposed antenna element
(unit: mm)
Symbol Value Symbol Value

L1 7 D2 2
L2 30 H 0.508
L3 33 Ø 1.2
W1 0.25 D1 0.5
W2 1 Angle 1 90◦
W3 1.6 Angle 2 37.5◦
D3 2.58 Angle 3 30◦

The result of the impedance matching is shown
in Fig. 2 (b). The inner conductor of the antenna is
connected to a microstrip line extending in four direc-
tions on the upper surface. The outer is connected to
the corresponding microstrip lines on the lower surface
and then, through metalized vias, connects the ground
line to the upper surface, forming a dipole form with
the original microstrip structure. The four microstrip
dipoles on the substrate in different directions enable
the antenna to obtain specific omnidirectional radiation
characteristics.

Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of the dipole
unit, in which Cf and Lf represent the feeding capac-
itance and inductance, respectively, and their influence
is negligible for the input impedance. When the dipole
antenna works in the base model state, the electric dipole
can be replaced by a series resonant circuit (resistance
Rd, capacitance Cd, and inductance Ld), and the equiva-
lent capacitance of the parasitic patch circuit is Cpp, and
the inductance is Lpp.

    
(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) The impedance matching circuit; (b) the Smith
circle of the matching circuit.

To match impedance, an impedance matching circuit
is shown in Figs. 2 (a) to connect the 50Ω SubMiniature
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Fig. 3. The equivalent circuit of the dipole unit.

version A (SMA) and radiation patches. The impedance
matching circuit of the antenna mainly uses four λ/4 lines
to realize impedance transformation, and its formula is as
follows:

Zin = Z0 =
Z2

1
ZA

, (1)

where Zin is the input impedance, Z0 is the character-
istic impedance of the transmission line, and ZA is the
impedance of the microstrip antenna.

In order to obtain the optimal size for the λ/4 line,
the length and width of the λ/4 line are simulated and
compared, and the results are shown in Fig. 4. Con-
sidering the antenna bandwidth and matching depth,
the length of the λ/4 line is 7 mm and the width
is 0.25 mm.

Through characteristic mode analysis (CMA) of
the planar microstrip structure to accelerate the antenna
design cycle. The generalized eigenmode equation is
as follows:

XJn = λnRnJn, (2)
where X is the imaginary part of the impedance matrix,
Jn is the eigenvector, Rn is the weighted matrix, and λn
is the solution of the generalized eigenvalue equation
XJn = λnRJn. When λn = 0, the energy stored by the
electric field and the magnetic field are equal, and the
antenna is in a resonance state. When λn < 0, the energy
is concentrated in the electric field, and the correspond-
ing mode of the antenna is the capacitive mode. When
λn > 0, the energy is focused on the magnetic field, and
the corresponding mode of the antenna is the perceptual
mode.

The physical meaning of the characteristic angle in
the characteristic mode is the phase difference between
the characteristic current and the tangential component

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Simulated effects of varying the λ/4 line
length; (b) simulated effects of varying the λ/4 line
width.

of the characteristic electric field. The formula is as
follows:

βn = 180◦ − arctanλn. (3)

Since the range of the eigenvalues is (-∞,+∞), the
range of the characteristic angle is [90◦≤βn≤270◦].
Similarly, the characteristic angle values can be inter-
preted as follows:

When the eigenvalue is λn > 0, then the range of
the eigenvalue angle is 90◦ < βn < 180◦. The mode is
called the inductive mode and stores magnetic energy.
When the eigenvalue is λn = 0, then the characteristic
angle is βn = 180◦. The mode is called the resonance
mode and the energy radiates outward. When the eigen-
value is λn < 0, the range of the characteristic angle is
180◦ < βn < 270◦, and the mode is called the capaci-
tive mode, which stores power. When the characteristic
angle is 90◦ or 270◦, the mode mainly stores energy and
does not radiate outward; that is, it is in an internal res-
onance state. The phase relationship between modes can
be viewed when designing the antenna, so the eigenvalue
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parameters are a good guide for the design of circularly
polarized or dual-polarized antenna.

The expression for modal significance (MS) is as
follows:

MS=
∣∣∣∣ 1
1+ jλn

∣∣∣∣ . (4)

The modal significance of the proposed antenna is
shown in Fig. 5 (a) and the characteristic angle is shown
in Fig. 5 (b). The modal significance of mode 5 exceeds
0.707. Therefore, the omnidirectional property is under
the excitation of mode 5. The surface current distribu-
tion and the far-field radiation under the excitation of
mode 5 are shown in Fig. 6. In order to excite the omnidi-
rectional radiation characteristics and obtain the far-field
radiation as shown in Fig. 5 (b), the antenna is excited by
an inductive coupling excitation structure (ICE) in the
center position.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Characteristic mode analysis: (a) modal signifi-
cance; (b) characteristic angle.

Broadband technology is one of the key technolo-
gies in the design of microstrip antennas. In [12], a
defect-based microstrip antenna design for multi-band
applications was proposed, which achieves broadband
design by introducing parasitic patches. In [13], the
effects of separation and gaps in microstrip patches
were verified through antenna design. In this design, the
antenna bandwidth was successfully expanded by slot-
ting the fan-shaped parasitic patch. Figure 7 is a com-
parison of the effects on S11 parameters of the planar
omnidirectional antenna with and without the parasitic
patches. It can be seen that the introduction of the par-
asitic patches makes the antenna introduce new reso-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. The results of characteristic mode analysis: (a) the
surface current distribution; (b) the far-field radiation.

Fig. 7. The effect of parasitic patches on the reflection
coefficient of the antenna.

nance points to broaden the reflection coefficient band-
width of the antenna. The bandwidth of the antenna is
increased from 37.6% to 68.6% after the parasitic patch
is introduced. In addition, the arm width of the dipole
has some influence on the operating frequency band of
the antenna. Figure 8 shows the reflection coefficients
of a microstrip dipole at different arm widths. It should
be noted that, in general, the measured data will deteri-
orate compared with the simulated data. Therefore, after
comparing the reflectivity of dipoles with different arm
widths, the 1.6 mm arm widths with higher reflectiv-
ity values are selected as the optimal solution for the
antenna.

B. Conformal omnidirectional antenna design

The conformal omnidirectional antenna with
different pyramid angles will be introduced here. The
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Fig. 8. Simulated effects of varying the arm width of the
dipole.

structural diagram of the omnidirectional antenna is
shown in Fig. 9. A tube-like structure was used as a
carrier for the antenna. This cylinder needs to be hollow
in the middle so as to facilitate the soldering of the
antenna bottom. It also needs to be perforated in the
substrate at a certain height to facilitate the use of a
nylon column to fix the conformal antenna. Accordingly,
stereolithography appearance (SLA), a 3D printing
technology, is used to design the conformal substrate,
and epoxy resin with a relative permittivity of 3.5 is
selected as the printing material. Polypropylene material
with a dielectric constant of 2.2 is used as the fixing
bolt in the conformal antenna, which can reduce any
interference to the antenna.

Fig. 9. The structure of the conformal antenna. (h =
18mm, r1 = 28mm, r2 = 35mm).

The simulation results of the reflection coefficient
of the omnidirectional antenna under different pyramid
angles (α) are shown in Fig. 10 (a). With the pyramid
angle increasing from 0◦ to 15◦, the relative bandwidth of
the antenna changes from 66% (2.3-4.6 GHz) to 46.7%
(2.3-3.7 GHz). When the antenna is conformal to a pyra-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. The simulated results of the proposed antenna
with different pyramid angles: (a) S11 (dB); (b) gain
(dBi) and radiation efficiency.

mid with a pyramid angle of 20◦, the antenna can achieve
a bandwidth of around 26%. The simulation gain and
efficiency of the omnidirectional antenna in the work-
ing bandwidth are shown in Fig. 10 (b). The maximum
simulation gain of the antenna can reach 1dBi, and the
gain of the antenna in the whole working bandwidth is
more than 0dBi. The simulation efficiency of the antenna
with different pyramid angles can reach more than 80%
of the effective bandwidth. Figure 11 shows the simu-
lated radiation patterns in E-plane and H-plane at 2 GHz,
2.5 GHz, 3 GHz and 3.5 GHz, respectively. Considering
that the working bandwidth of the proposed antenna with
the 20◦ taper is only 26% (2.3-3 GHz), the omnidirec-
tional antenna with a taper of 20◦ is not simulated and
analyzed at 3.5 GHz in Fig. 11. It is clearly seen that the
H-plane is omnidirectional from 2 GHz to 3.5 GHz at
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(a) 2 GHz

(b) 2.5 GHz

(c) 3 GHz

(d) 3.5 GHz

Fig. 11. The effect of parasitic patch on radiation patterns
of the antenna.

different taper angles. The cross-polarization level in the
horizontal plane is less than−41 dB, respectively. More-
over, in the operating bandwidth, the simulated gain vari-
ations for the four taper angles are no more than 1.5 dBi,
respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The simulated and measured results of the proposed
antenna will be introduced in this section. To verify the

feasibility of the proposed conformal omnidirectional
antenna, a prototype with α = 10◦ is manufactured.
The photographs of the fabricated antenna and measured
environment are displayed in Fig. 12.

The simulated and measured reflection coefficient is
shown in Fig. 13. The measured relative bandwidth of
the antenna is 44.36% (2.28 GHz-3.58 GHz), which is
slightly narrower than the simulated one (51.2%) due to
the errors caused by fabrication and assembly tolerances.
Additionally, the simulated and measured gain is shown
in Fig. 14. The result shows that the simulation and test
results of the gain are highly consistent. To fix the SMA
to the bottom of the antenna, a fixing glue is applied to
the welding point on the antenna bottom.

The simulated and measured radiation patterns of
the prototype at 2, 2.5, 3, and 3.5 GHz are shown in
Fig. 15. It is observed that the antenna can achieve omni-
directional radiation characteristics with the maximum
gain variation of 2.2 dBi in the operating frequency
range. The main polarization radiation peak gain of the
antenna achieves 1 dBi and the cross-polarized gain in
the bandwidth is lower than −28 dB.

Table 2 is a chart comparing the proposed work
with previous works. Antennae proposed in [3, 5, 6]
can achieve omnidirectional radiation characteristics,
but antennae with conformal structure and omnidirec-
tional radiation characteristics have difficulty achieving
wide operating bandwidth. To expand bandwidth, an
antenna conformal to a hemispherical structure is pro-
posed in [11]. However, this antenna cannot achieve
omnidirectional radiation and, moreover, the structure
of the antenna is complex with significant processing

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Fig. 12. The photos of the proposed antenna: (a) top
view; (b) bottom view; (c) side view; (d) measured envi-
ronment.
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Fig. 13. Simulated and measured results of S11.

Fig. 14. Simulated and measured gain of the proposed
antenna.

Table 2: Comparison between the proposed and previ-
ously reported antennae
Ref. Size(λ3) Radiation

Structure

Radiation

Direction

BW Gain

(dBi)

[3] 0.143×
0.092×
0.016

conformal omnidirectional 6.3% 0.5

[5] 0.8×
0.53×
0.042

planar omnidirectional 1.5% 1.4

[6] - conformal omnidirectional 28% −2.6
[10] 0.58×

0.58×
0.00092

conformal omnidirectional - 2.1

[11] 0.52×
0.52×
0.15

conformal unidirectional 55.8% 5.8

Prop 0.53×
0.53×

0.1

conformal omnidirectional 44.4% 1

∗BW(%):Bandwidth

(a) 2 GHz

(b) 2.5 GHz

(c) 3 GHz

(d) 3.5 GHz

Fig. 15. Simulated and measured results of radiation pat-
terns.

and fabrication requirements. Based on a conformal
structure, a wideband quadrangular pyramid conformal
printed dipole antenna has been designed with the aim of
achieving good omnidirectional radiation characteristics
in the working frequency band.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an omnidirectional antenna with a
wideband was designed and fabricated. Omnidirectional
radiation was realized by exciting four microstrip dipoles
with different radiation directions. The dipole units
effectively improved the resonance effect of the antenna
by introducing parasitic patches. Based on the pla-
nar omnidirectional antenna, the radiation characteris-
tics of the omnidirectional antenna at different pyra-
mid angles from 0◦ to 20◦ were explored. The mea-
surement results of the prototype with a pyramid angle
of 10◦ were consistent with the simulation ones. High
efficiency and small gain variation were obtained in the
S-band of 44.36% from 2.28-3.58 Ghz. The proposed
antenna is therefore considered to be a good candi-
date for high-efficiency omnidirectional communications
applications.
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Abstract – A differentially fed dual-polarization slotted
antenna with an ultra-wide bandwidth and low cross po-
larization is presented in this paper. The antenna is com-
posed of a radiation patch and a ground plane, both of
which are printed on the top of the dielectric substrate.
The ground is extended toward the radiation patch to
form a slotted coplanar structure. In order to expand the
bandwidth, a cross-shape symmetrical slotted structure
is loaded into the radiation patch. Differential feed is
adopted to realize 0◦/90◦ linear polarizations and sup-
press the cross polarization. Simulation and measure-
ment results show that the proposed antenna with di-
mensions of 0.53λ 0 × 0.53λ 0 × 0.0135λ 0 (λ 0 is the
wavelength at 4 GHz) has a differential mode impedance
bandwidth of 82.25% (2.27-5.56 GHz), a differential
feed port isolation of higher than 28 dB, and a cross po-
larization level of less than −30 dB, which achieves the
characteristics of ultra-wideband, high isolation, and low
cross polarization level.

Index Terms – coplanar waveguide, differential feed,
dual polarization, low-profile, ultra-wideband.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of wireless technology in the
fields of personal communication and military applica-
tions, people have higher and higher requirements for
the design of communication system antennas under the
limited spectrum resources [1]. In order to reduce the
influence of multipath effect and increase the channel
capacity of the system, dual-polarization antenna arises
at the right moment [2]. Moreover, dual-polarization
antenna can be broadband, compatible with a variety
of communication standards or support high-speed data
transmission, so as to reduce the demand for the number
of antennas in a certain operating frequency band. It can
also be miniaturized to reduce the carrier space occupa-
tion and easy to integrate with the carrier [3–5].

In the implementation of dual-polarization, two in-
dependent ports are usually adopted to feed the cross
dipole antenna in order to obtain vertical and horizontal
polarization modes [6]. Traditional dual-polarization
cross-dipole antennas have narrow operating bandwidth
and high profile [7–10]. For example, a dual-polarization
cross-slotted antenna with two orthogonal groove radia-
tors was designed in [11]. To reduce the antenna size,
a small ground was designed with the same length of
the hypotenuse as the slot, and inductors were loaded
at both ends of the slot. The common impedance band-
width of the dual-polarization antenna at port 1 and port
2 is 1.56 - 2.73 GHz (54.5%), the isolation is greater
than 26 dB, and the profile height is about 0.27λ 0. In
[12], a pair of orthogonally-printed dipoles and a reflec-
tive ground were used to obtain two linear polarizations.
A slot in the center of the dipoles and short connection
between the orthogonally-printed dipoles could improve
the isolation and cross polarization. The antenna has a
cross-polarization of < −30 dB, a port isolation of >
35 dB, and a profile height of 0.15λ 575MHz within 575
- 722 MHz (22.7%). The antennas described in [11, 12]
have complex structure, relatively small bandwidth and
a high profile, which makes them difficult to integrate
with microwave circuits. In [13], a reflection plate was
designed based on the in-phase reflection principle of ar-
tificial magnetic conductor (AMC) structure, so that the
height of the dual-polarization antenna was reduced by
half, and the antenna worked within 1.67 - 2.98 GHz
(56%). Although the antenna profile height is reduced,
the loading of AMC also makes the antenna structure
more complex.

However, a microstrip antenna can obtain two or-
thogonal polarization modes by feeding different patches
on the same dielectric layer or radiation patches on dif-
ferent dielectric layers. The operating frequency band of
microstrip antenna can be expanded by adding parasitic
elements, etching slots and so on. A dual-polarization
planar slotted antenna is proposed in [14], which adopts
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different feeding mechanisms of high isolation ports to
achieve two kinds of orthogonal polarization. Horizon-
tal polarization is excited by a curved line coupling slot
and vertical polarization is fed by a stepped monopole.
In [15], a compact dual-polarization slotted antenna is
presented, which uses triple-mode stepped slotted-line
resonator and dual-mode criss-cross monopole. Through
feeding two ports symmetrically at the opposite posi-
tions of the slot to achieve orthogonal polarization, the
antenna can achieve a wide operating frequency band
(1.63 - 2.93 GHz) and a high port isolation (> 32 dB).
The antenna described in [14, 15] uses microstrip an-
tenna to achieve dual-polarization, which results in a
low-profile height, but the cross-polarization level is not
high enough, and the operating bandwidth is still not
large enough.

Targeting the deficiencies of narrow bandwidth
and poor polarization purity of traditional planar mi-
crostrip slotted antenna, a compact ultra-wideband dual-
polarization slotted antenna with low cross polarization
is proposed in this paper. It consists of a symmetrical
radiation patch and a ground plane which form a gap
in the upper layer of the dielectric plate. The antenna
adopts coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure for differ-
ential feed. Differential feed is to feed two ports of the
antenna at the same time through two signal lines. The
signals fed through these two ports have the character-
istics of equal amplitude and reverse phase, so it is also
called inverting feed technology. The inverting feed tech-
nology can suppress the high-order modes generated on
the metal radiation patch. It can counteract the coupling
between the same pair of feed probes and the radiation
leakage between them, so that the antenna cross polar-
ization can be suppressed and the isolation between the
ports can be improved [16]. To further expand the an-
tenna bandwidth, a cross-shape slot is loaded in the cen-
ter of the radiation patch. Simulation and experimental
results show that the overall antenna size is 40 mm ×
40 mm× 1.016 mm, the impedance bandwidth can reach
82.25% (2.27 - 5.56 GHz), the port isolation is higher
than 28 dB, and the cross-polarization level is less than
−30 dB. It can meet the requirements of miniaturiza-
tion, ultra-wide bandwidth, high isolation, and low cross
polarization.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN
A. Antenna structure

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the dual-
polarization antenna. The radiator and ground are printed
on a 1.016 mm-thickness Rogers 5880 substrate with
a relative dielectric constant of 2.2 and a loss tangent
of 0.009. The radiation patch is a symmetrical structure
composed of four semicircles with a radius of R and two
rectangles with a width of k and a length of twice j. To ex-

pand the impedance matching bandwidth, a cross-shape
slot with a width of m and a length of twice l is loaded
in the center. The end sides of the semicircle are feeder
parts with a width of p. The antenna is fed by coplanar
waveguide (CPW). The ground extends toward the ra-
diation patch, and an s-width gap is formed. According
to the design principle of microstrip antenna, the patch
width L can be expressed as:

L =
c

2 fr

(
εr+1

2

)− 1
2
, (1)

where fr is the resonant frequency, c is the speed of light,
and εr is the dielectric constant of the substrate. Accord-
ing to equation (1), the width of the patch can be roughly
calculated to be at least 30 mm, so R + j should be greater
than 15 mm. The design parameters of the final structure
are as follows: W = 40 mm, R = 6 mm, k = 4 mm, j = 11
mm, p = 2.4 mm, m = 3 mm, l = 9.5 mm, s = 0.5 mm.

 
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Geometry of the proposed antenna. (a) Top view.
(b) Front view.

The four feed ports of the antenna are shown in
Fig. 1. Differential feed port 1 is formed when port 1
and port 3 feed the signal of equal amplitude and reverse
phase at the same time, and the antenna will generate
vertical polarization mode. When port 2 and port 4 feed
equal amplitude and reverse phase signals at the same
time, the differential feed port 2 is formed, and the an-
tenna will generate horizontal polarization mode.

B. Design process

The design process of the dual-polarization an-
tenna is shown in Fig. 2. Ant1 is a unipolar CPW
differential dual-polarization antenna, Ant2 is a slotted
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CPW differential dual-polarization antenna, and Ant3
is a cross-slotted CPW differential dual-polarization an-
tenna. It should be noted that all the three antennas in
Fig. 2 have the same dimensions and the same substrate
as the antenna in Fig. 1. Compared with Ant1, the ground
in Ant2 is extended toward the patch direction so that the
current distribution area increases and radiates with the
patch, thus widening the antenna bandwidth. To obtain
better impedance-matching characteristics, cross-shape
slots are loaded in Ant3. Due to the symmetrical struc-
ture of these antennas, the horizontal and vertical po-
larization performances are basically the same. Figure 3
shows the simulation results of the three antennas in the
case of vertical polarization.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Antenna design process. (a) Ant1. (b) Ant2. (c)
Ant3.

The bandwidth of a traditional planar microstrip
slotted antenna is narrow. By increasing the height of the
dielectric plate and reducing the dielectric constant of the
dielectric plate to improve the impedance bandwidth of
the antenna, it may bring some problems such as stray
loss, decrease of antenna efficiency, and distortion of the
pattern. Therefore, Ant2 extends the ground towards the
direction of the radiation patch on the basis of Ant1.
This improvement can increase the current distribution
area and generate a certain radiation effect, thus im-
proving the impedance bandwidth and dual-polarization
performance. To obtain better impedance matching, a
cross-shape structure is etched in the center of the radia-
tion patch to form Ant3. The loading of the cross-shape
slot is equivalent to adding a series inductor to the cir-
cuit, and a new slot capacitance is created between the
ground and the radiation patch. A new resonance is thus
formed around the main resonance, promoting the for-
mation of multiple resonances and effectively widening
the bandwidth. Due to the cross-shape gap being a sym-
metrical structure, the interference to radiation pattern is
small.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the impedance band-
width of Ant3 is obviously better than that of the other
two antennas. All three antennas have good port isola-
tion, which is greater than 22 dB. However, Ant3 has
lower port isolation and better performance compared
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of three kinds of antennas. (a)
|Sdd11|. (b) |Sdd12|. (c) Gain.

with the other two antennas. In Fig. 3 (c), the gain of
Ant2 and Ant3 at high frequency is significantly higher
than that of Ant1. Compared with the other two an-
tennas, Ant3 has wider operating bandwidth, relatively
higher gain and port isolation, which is the optimal an-
tenna structure. The comparison of impedance band-
widths, isolation and peak gain variations of Ants 1-3 is
listed in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the surface current distribution of
Ant3 operating at 2.3 GHz, 4.0 GHz, and 5.4 GHz. When
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Table 1: Comparison of Ants 1-3
Antenna Bandwidth Isolation

(dB)

Peak Gain

(dB)

Ant1 4.31 -
5.54 GHz

>22 3.72

Ant2 4.38 -
5.53 GHz

>22 6.77

Ant3 2.27 - 5.56
GHz

(82.25%)

>28 6.86

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Surface current distribution of Ant3 at different
frequencies. (a) 2.3 GHz. (b) 4.0 GHz. (c) 5.4 GHz.

the antenna operates at 2.3 GHz, the current mainly con-
centrates at the edge of the semicircle radiation patch
and the ground slot. At 4.0 GHz, the current mainly con-
centrates at the edge cross-shape slot, resulting in a new
resonance point. At 5.4 GHz, the current mainly concen-
trates at the gap edge between the radiation patch and the
ground. The length of the cross-shape slot is 76 mm, and
the electric length is about 0.5λ 0 (λ 0 is the wavelength at
4 GHz), which meets the condition of half wave slot, in-
dicating that the slot works in the middle frequency band
and can produce effective radiation.

C. Principle of dual-polarization generation

The antenna is excited by two pairs of differential
ports through four SMA heads to generate and radiate

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Surface vector current distribution of Ant3 at
4.0 GHz. (a) Exciting Port 1 and Port 3. (b) Exciting
Port 2 and Port 4.

vertically-polarized and horizontally-polarized waves. In
order to verify the generation principle of dual polariza-
tion, Fig. 5 shows the vector current distribution of the
antenna fed by different ports at 4 GHz. When port 1
and port 3 feed signals with equal amplitude and phase
difference of 180◦, port 2 and port 4 are connected with
50 Ω load. It can be seen from Fig. 5 (a) that when the
electric fields of the patch in the Y direction cancel each
other, leaving only the electric field in the X direction,
then the antenna will generate and radiate the vertically-
polarized wave. Similarly, when port 2 and port 4 feed
signals with equal amplitude and phase difference of
180◦, port 1 and port 3 are connected with 50 Ω load. It
can be seen from Fig. 5 (b) that when the electric fields
in the X direction of the patch cancel each other, leaving
only the electric field in the Y direction, then the antenna
will generate and radiate horizontally-polarized waves.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Parameter analysis

According to the structure design, the size of the
semicircular and the rectangular patch, the width of the
feeder line, and the gap width between the ground and
the patch will affect the performance of the antenna. It
is therefore helpful to select the optimal size parameters
for best performances by analyzing the influences of the
key parameters on the performances of the antenna.

The effects of different variables on antenna perfor-
mance are shown in Fig. 6. Assuming that other parame-
ters remain unchanged, the relationship between radius
R and antenna performance is analyzed in Fig. 6 (a).
With the increase of R, the impedance bandwidth in-
creases continuously. Due to the limitation of the over-
all size of the antenna, Rchooses 6 mm as the best size.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 (b) that as parameter k de-
creases continuously, the better the impedance- match-
ing effect of mid-frequency part is, and the better the
combination effect of multiple resonant modes is. When
p = 1.6 mm, the resonant point of the antenna shifts to
the low frequency part, which leads to poor matching of
the high frequency part. When p = 3.2 mm, the spacing
between the three resonant points becomes smaller, and
the bandwidth of differential mode impedance match-
ing becomes narrower. When p = 2.4 mm, the antenna
gets the widest impedance-matching bandwidth. As the
gap width s increases, multiple resonant points obviously
move towards high frequency, which will lead to the poor
matching effect of the antenna at low frequency. Consid-
ering the frequency band that the antenna needs to work,
s = 0.5 mm is finally selected as the optimal value.

B. Simulated and experimental results

Figure 7 shows the fabricated antenna and the com-
parison of measured and simulated differential mode
S parameters in two polarization modes. The vector
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Fig. 6. Parameter study of |Sdd11| with different dimen-
sions as the parameter: (a) R. (b) k. (c) p. (d) s.

network analyzer Agilent is employed to measure the S-
parameters. It can be seen from Fig. 7 (b) that the dif-
ferential mode impedance bandwidth of the antenna is
2.27-5.56GHz, and the relative bandwidth is 82.25%. In
this frequency band, the isolation of the differential port
is higher than 28 dB as shown in Fig. 7 (c). The dis-
crepancies between simulated and measured results may
be due to fabrication tolerances, imperfect soldering, and
measurement tolerances.

 
(a)

 

Simulated
Measured

 
(b)

Simulated
Measured

(c)

Fig. 7. Comparison of simulation and measured results.
(a) Fabricated antenna. (b) Vertical polarization. (c) Hor-
izontal polarization.

Figures 8 and 9 depict the simulated and measured
radiation patterns of the proposed antenna in vertical
and horizontal polarization at 2.3 GHz, 4.0 GHz, and
5.4 GHz, showing good agreement with each other. It can
be seen that the cross polarization level of the antenna is
extremely low within the working bandwidth, which is
less than − 30 dB. It has a stable radiation pattern and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Simulated and measured radiation patterns in ver-
tical. (a) xoz and yoz plane at 2.3 GHz. (b) xoz and yoz
plane at 4.0 GHz. (c) xoz and yoz plane at 5.4 GHz.

an extremely low cross polarization level. However, with
the increase of frequency, the polarization isolation de-
creases slightly.

As the designed antenna is a dual polarization an-
tenna, the following formula is used to calculate the ra-
diation efficiency.

Radiation Efficiency =
Radiated Power
Incident Power

, (2)

where radiated power and incident power are directly
simulated by HFSS software. The simulated radiation ef-
ficiency and gain are shown in Fig. 10, where one sees
that the radiation efficiency is better than 70% over the
working bandwidth. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the
gain is linearly increasing over the entire band, the av-
erage gain of the antenna in both polarization modes is
4.27 dB, and the maximum gain is 6.86 dB, but the gain
of the low-frequency part is slightly lower.

Table 2 shows the performance comparison between
the antenna proposed in this paper and the antenna in
the cited literature. The results show that the antenna has

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Simulated and measured radiation patterns in
horizontal. (a) xoz and yoz plane at 2.3 GHz. (b) xoz
and yoz plane at 4.0 GHz. (c) xoz and yoz plane at
5.4 GHz.

Fig. 10. Simulated radiation efficiency and gain.

a wider impedance bandwidth, a smaller relative size, a
higher isolation, and a lower cross-polarization level.
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Table 2: Comparison of the proposed antenna with some existing works
Ref. Dimension Common Bandwidth Isolation (dB) Cross-polarization (dB)

[11] 0.82λ0×0.82λ0×0.27λ0 > 26 <−25

[12] 0.46λ0×0.46λ0×0.17λ0
0.575−0.722GHz

(22.7%)
> 35 <−30

[13] 1.1λ0×1.39λ0×0.13λ0 1.67−2.98GHz(56%) > 25 <−20
[14] 1.23λ0×1.23λ0×0.0075λ0 1.70−2.71GHz(45.8%) > 33 <−20

[15] 0.49λ0×0.71λ0×0.0034λ0
1.63−2.93GHz

(57%)
> 32 <−15

This
paper 0.53λ0×0.53λ0×0.0135λ0

2.27−5.56GHz
(82.25%)

> 28 <−30

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a compact ultra-wideband dual-
polarization planar slotted antenna has been designed,
optimized and fabricated. It consists of a mushroom-
shaped radiation patch and a ground surface, both of
which form a gap and are located above the dielec-
tric substrate. Coplanar waveguide structure is used for
differential feed to suppress cross polarization. By ex-
tending the ground to the patch direction and loading a
cross-shape slot in the middle of the radiation patch, the
operating frequency band of the antenna is effectively
widened. The simulated and measured results show that
the relative bandwidth of the proposed antenna is 82.25%
(2.27 ∼ 5.56 GHz), the cross polarization is less than −
30 dB, and the port isolation is higher than 28 dB. The
proposed antenna, with a height of 0.0135λ 0 (where λ 0
is the free-space wavelength at central frequency 4 GHz),
has the advantages of easy fabrication, stable radiation,
and low cross polarization, so it is suitable for dual po-
larization communication systems.
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Abstract – A novel low-profile circularly polarized (CP)
quasi-Yagi antenna with a wide 3-dB axial ratio (AR)
bandwidth is proposed, which generates the endfire beam
by combining magnetic microstrip cavity and folded
electric dipoles with a 90◦ phase difference. The pro-
posed antenna includes two shorting pins, which are
employed to attain wider impedance bandwidth. Then,
a phase delay line is added to connects two pairs of
folded dipoles and a magnetic microstrip cavity to real-
ize righthanded circularly polarized (RHCP). After opti-
mization, a prototype with an overall size of 1.17×
0.91× 0.0387λ 3

0 is designed. Simulated results demon-
strate that the final model has 18.1% (5.01-6.01 GHz) 3-
dB AR bandwidth and −10 dB impedance bandwidth of
5.2%(5.67−5.97 GHz), respectively. In addition, exper-
imental results demonstrate that the designed antenna is
very applicable to the RFID system.

Index Terms – circularly polarized, endfire, folded
dipoles, quasi-Yagi, RFID.

I. INTRODUCTION

Research on CP antennas can be traced back to the
1940s [1]. It can not only reduce the multipath effect,
but also mitigate the polarization mismatch between
receivers and transmitters [2–4]. Therefore, CP anten-
nas are widely used in RFID systems [5], wireless
communication [6] and satellite navigation receiving
systems. Recently, endfire CP antennas have attracted
much attention because of their two characteristics:
strong directivity and high radiation efficiency. Accord-
ing to the difference in antenna structure, conventional
endfire CP antennas can be roughly divided into two cat-
egories: helical antenna [7, 8] and Yagi-Uda antenna.

However, not all of them can realize the required perfor-
mance, where the main beam is parallel to the antenna
plane and the carrier can be invisible [9]. In [10], a
typical planar endfire CP antenna is introduced, which
is based on the combination of orthogonal magnetic
dipole and the electric dipole. Nevertheless, the designed
antenna exhibits exceptionally narrow impedance band-
width and AR bandwidth (i.e., only 2.4% and 9.24%
approximately). Recently, some efforts have been made
to change this situation [11–16]. A wide impedance
bandwidth has been explored through assembling mag-
netic dipoles and a V-shaped open loop in [11]. Refer-
ence [12] also demonstrates that a wide AR bandwidth
can also be acquired by increasing electric dipole width.
In [13], by using the concentric annular sector, a low-
complexity antenna with wide AR bandwidth has been
presented. So far, some novel CP endfire antennas are
well-known for obtaining better radiation capacity. How-
ever, the gain is still relatively low as studied in [14–16].

Planar endfire CP quasi-Yagi antennas, carrying a
parasitic strip in front of driven elements, are adopted
to improve the antenna gain [17, 18]. Unsatisfactorily,
most of the reported antennas may suffer from a dete-
rioration in AR bandwidth or impedance bandwidth. In
[19], a complex vertically polarized structure and hor-
izontally polarized Yagi arrays are introduced to obtain
good performance. Therefore, it is challenging and desir-
able to design a high gain, wide bandwidth planar endfire
CP quasi-Yagi antenna.

A new complementary CP quasi-Yagi antenna is
discussed in this communication. Two pairs of folded
dipoles are used to expand the AR bandwidth, which
are printed on the upper and lower layers of the dielec-
tric substrate, respectively. A parasitic strip serves as the
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director to improve the gain. The folded dipole and the
magnetic microstrip cavity are connected by the phase
delay line, and the 90◦ phase difference can be intro-
duced by changing the length of the phase delay line.
Finally, a CP quasi-Yagi antenna has been achieved,
which generates a peak gain of 5.1 dBic. The designed
antenna has approximately 4.3% measured impedance
bandwidth and 14.1% AR bandwidth with an extremely
low profile of 0.0387 λ0.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The configuration of the proposed antenna with
endfire CP characteristic is illustrated in Fig. 1, which
is designed on a rectangular dielectric substrate F4B
(tanδ = 0.001), a relative permittivity of εr = 2.65, and
a thickness of h = 2 mm. As seen, the proposed antenna
mainly comprises a magnetic microstrip cavity, phase
delay line, director and two pairs of folded dipoles. The
magnetic microstrip cavity, connecting with two pairs of
folded dipoles by phase delay line, is composed of three
short edges and an open aperture. In addition, two short-
ing pins are placed in the magnetic microstrip cavity to
excite the disturbance field and broaden the impedance
bandwidth [20]. The antenna has the same top and
bottom layout. A coaxial connector with a characteristic
impedance of 50 Ω in which the inner conductor is
connected to the upper layer and the outer conductor is
welded to the lower layer. The director is added in the
endfire direction to enhance the gain and radiation effi-
ciency. All actual dimensions of the proposed antenna
are as follows: L1 = 60.5 mm,W1 = 47.1 mm,L2 =
14.25 mm,W2 = 8.2 mm,L3 = 5.4 mm,W3 = 0.34
mm,L4 = 9.9 mm,W4 = 3.8 mm,L5 = 7.6 mm,L6 =
4 mm, L7 = 7.6 mm,Lx = 12.1 mm,Wx = 2.1 mm,d =
0.3 mm, d1 = 0.7 mm,g = 4.2 mm,W5 = 3.2 mm,
α = 85◦.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Geometry for the proposed antenna. (a) 3-D struc-
ture; (b) Top view.

A. Design procedure

The simple model of antenna is mainly composed
of a magnetic dipole, electric dipole and phase delay

line. The 90◦ phase difference is mainly provided by
the length d of the phase shift line between them, as
shown in Fig. 2. Among them, the magnetic dipole pro-
duces an “eight” shaped radiation pattern in the azimuth
plane (xoy-plane) and an “O” shaped radiation pattern
in the elevation plane (xoz-plane). The result proves that
the antenna resonates as a vertically polarized electro-
magnetic wave. The electric dipole has a complementary
orthogonal mode with respect to the magnetic dipole.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the proposed antenna.

To clarify the design criteria of the proposed
antenna, the design processes are present in Fig. 3 from
ANT 1 to ANT 4 , and corresponding simulation results
are displayed in Fig. 4. ANT 1 has an original printed
electric dipole without shorting pins. In ANT 2, electric
dipoles have been folded and two shorting pins are added
based on ANT 1. As for ANT 3, an additional folded
printed electric dipole is introduced compared with ANT
2. The final structure can be obtained by adding a director
above ANT 3 .

By properly designing the antenna structure, the
simulated |S11|, AR and gain results of these antennas
are presented in Fig. 4. First, by adding shorting pins and

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Evolution processes for the quasi-Yagi antenna.
(a) ANT 1; (b) ANT 2; (c) ANT 3; (d) ANT 4.
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folded dipoles, the axial ratio and reflection coefficient
are greatly reduced (For ease of comparison, the same
resonant frequency is used for each antenna). Second, it
can be observed from Fig. 4 (b) that 3 dB AR bandwidth
is greatly improved, and two resonance points appear at
5.4 GHz and 6.05 GHz by properly introducing a pair of
folded dipoles. Finally, after adding the director, the gain
of the designed antenna is up to 4.9 dBic.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Results of the process of the cp quasi-Yagi
antenna. (a) |S11|; (b) AR; (c) Realized gain.

B. Operating mechanism

A circular polarization wave could be generated
with two electric field vectors of the same amplitude and
90◦ phase difference. The working principle of the pro-
posed antenna is shown in Fig. 5, where Fig. 5 (a) refers
to the equivalent model of the magnetic microstrip cavity
[12]. The equivalent magnetic current source is parallel
to the y-axis, the included angle between the x and y-axis
is ϕ , and the included angle between y and z axis is θ .
It can be known from the literature that the normalized
electric field generated by the aperture at any point in
free space in Fig. 5 (a) is:

�Eaperture = �Eθ +�Eϕ = θ̂ cosϕ + ϕ̂ cosθ sinϕ . (1)

Figure 5 (b) put forward an equivalent source model
of two pairs of folded dipoles. To simplify the analy-
sis and reveal the radiation characteristics of the folded
dipole antenna, it is assumed that all equivalent current
sources or current sheets are ideal short dipoles [11]. It
can be seen from Fig. 5 (b) that the current components
in the x-direction cancel each other, while the current

components in the y-direction are linearly superposed.
Consequently, the main radiation characteristics of the
folded dipole should be determined by the y-direction
components of the eight current sheets. Therefore, we
can get the normalized electric field intensity superim-
posed by the folded dipole vector as follows:

�Edipole = �Eθ +�Eϕ = θ̂ cosθ sinϕ + ϕ̂ cosϕ . (2)

Figure 5 (c) shows the entire operating mechanism
of the proposed antenna. The magnetic microstrip cavity
and the folded dipoles are excited with equal amplitudes
and 90◦ phase difference, and no additional time phase
difference (δ0 = 0) is introduced. The total far-field of
the combined geometry will be:

�Etotal = �Eaperture + e− j(kd sinθ cosϕ+δ0)�Edipole . (3)

By substituting equation (2) into equation (3),
the normalized electric field in the x-direction
(θ = 90◦,ϕ = 0◦) can be obtained as:

�E+x = θ̂ + ϕ̂ j. (4)

It can be seen from equation (4) that the amplitude is
equal and the phase difference is 90◦ in the +x direction,
and the ideal circular polarization radiation characteristic
can be obtained [21].

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Operating principle of this antenna. (a) Equivalent
model of aperture element; (b) Equivalent source model
of two-element folded dipole; (c) Working principle of
the proposed antenna.

A 90◦ phase difference is necessary to generate cir-
cularly polarized waves. There are many ways to intro-
duce a 90◦ phase difference, such as adding EZR-MZR
resonances [22], dual-feed and phase delay line. How-
ever, it is mainly produced by adjusting the length of the
phase delay line in this paper.
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To further demonstrate the mechanism of the circu-
lar polarization radiation, the simulated vector surface
current distributions of the short magnetic wall and direc-
tor at different times t = 0, T/4, T/2,3 T/4 are exhib-
ited from Figs. 6 (a) to (d) at 5.8 GHz, respectively. The
director current can be obtained by coupling the current
on the folded dipoles. Note that a solid red thick arrow
in the upper right corner of each plot represents the syn-
thetic short magnetic wall current and director current.
By analyzing the trajectory of the synthetic current, the
polarization mode of the proposed antenna can be clearly
understood.

As demonstrated in Fig. 6 (a), the vector current
of the short magnetic wall is toward the +z-axis, while
the vector current of the director is toward the +y-axis.
Therefore, the total current I1 can be synthesized at t =
0T. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), the new vector total cur-
rent (I2) can be obtained at t = T/4 with the change of
director current. According to the analysis, this change is
mainly caused by the current change on the longer folded
dipole. Regarding Fig. 6 (c), it is clearly shown that the
synthetic current I3 can be acquired due to the transfor-
mation of the current direction on the short magnetic
wall. Similarly, I4 can be attained with similar method.
From the above description, it can be inferred that a
clockwise polarization wave is formed on the yoz-plane.
Utilizing the right-hand spiral criterion, it can be con-
cluded that the antenna has realized the RHCP radiation
in +x direction.

C. Operating mechanism

The performance of the proposed antenna shows
greater sensitivity for variation in some parameters, such

(a) t=0T (b) t=T/4

(c) t=T/2 (d) t=3T/4

Fig. 6. The current distribution diagram is at 5.8 GHz.
(a) t = 0 T; (b) t = 1/4 T; (c) t = 1/2 T; (d) t = 3/4T .

as the length (L1) and width (W2) of the magnetic
microstrip cavity. As depicted in Fig. 7 (a), L1 has a sig-
nificant impact on the AR of the designed antenna. With
the increase of L1, the magnetic dipole current compo-
nent is strengthened, and the AR is well improved. How-
ever, when L1 increases to a certain extent, the AR per-
formance deteriorates because the vertical electric field
component is larger than the horizontal electric field
component and the amplitude is not equal. It can be seen
that when L1 is equal to 60.5 mm, the optimal results of
AR performance can be obtained.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 (b) that W2 has a signif-
icant effect on the resonant frequency of the designed
antenna. With the change of W2, the resonant frequency
of the antenna is constant change. The change of W2 is
equivalent to the movement of the position of the coaxial
feed point. When W2 is selected as 8.2 mm, the resonant
frequency works exactly at 5.8 GHz.

Thereby, the designed antenna can be used in the
RFID system.

(a) L1 (b) W2

Fig. 7. Parameter study of L1 and W2. (a) L1. (b) W2.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A prototype, as shown in Fig. 8, was made to ver-
ify the characteristic of the proposed antenna. The mea-
sured results of reflection coefficient are obtained with
the Agilent network analyzer, while the radiation and AR
results are obtained in the anechoic chamber, as depicted
in Fig. 8 (a).

Following Fig. 9 (a), the curves of simulated and
measured reflection coefficients present similar varia-
tion trends. However, some discrepancies and fluctua-
tions exist between the measured and simulation results,
mainly owing to the unavoidable test errors. Finally, the
measured −10 dB bandwidth is from 5.7 to 5.95 GHz,
a reduction of about 50 MHz concerning the simulation
results (5.67−5.97 GHz).

The results of AR, gain are shown in Fig. 9 (b)
and Fig. 9 (c), respectively. The simulation results with
the measurement results of AR and realized gain are
reasonably inconsistent, which may occur due to coax-
ial connector connection and fabrication errors. The
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Fig. 8. (a) Measurement setup in the anechoic chamber.
(b) The top view; (c) The back view.

(a) |S11| (b) AR

(c) Realized Gain

Fig. 9. Simulated and measured result for the proposed
antenna. (a) |S11|; (b) AR; (c) Realized gain.

experimental results illustrate that the proposed antenna
achieves bandwidths of 14.1%(5.27−6.07 GHz) for AR
< 3 dB and the gain can reach 5.1 dBic in the operating
range. Although the experimental results of AR band-
width and impedance bandwidth are narrow, they can
still be used in RFID systems.

(a) xoy-plane (b) xoz-plane

Fig. 10. Simulated and measured normalized radiation
patterns at 5.8 GHz for the quasi-Yagi antenna.

The normalized radiation patterns of the two main
radiation planes at 5.8 GHz are shown in Fig. 10. Obvi-
ously, this antenna has a unidirectional RHCP mode
in the desired operating frequency band. In addition,
Table 1 gives a comparison of this antenna with other
endfire CP antennas to highlight its advantages. It can be
seen that the designed antenna has an appropriate size,
wider AR bandwidth and higher gain. Based on its pla-
nar structure and easy integration, it is suitable for some
terminal devices.

Table 1: Comparison of various endfire CP antennas

Ref BW/% AR/%
Peck

Gain (dBic)
Size /λ 3

0

10 2.4 9.2 2.6 0.59×0.73×0.053
12 1.9 14.5 2.3 0.99×0.87×0.053
15 4.3 4.3 3.3 1.74×0.72×0.0387
17 1 1.5 7.2 1.05×0.65×0.026
18 5.2 5 7.8 1.74×0.97×0.0387
Pro 4.3 14.1 5.1 1.17×0.911×0.0387

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, A circularly polarized quasi-Yagi
antenna with wide AR bandwidth and high gain is
designed. A circularly polarized beam is formed by a
combination of two pairs of folded electric dipoles and
magnetic dipoles. The folded dipoles are used as driv-
ing elements in this antenna to improve the AR band-
width. Two shorting pins are used to improve antenna
impedance matching. The simulation and actual mea-
surement of the antenna proved that the center frequency
of the antenna was 5.8 GHz, which covers the frequency
range of the RFID systems well.
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Abstract – This paper presents a technique to improve
the spurious suppression performance at the second
harmonic (2f 0) of a Wilkinson power divider. The tech-
nique is achieved by the insertion of bandstop filters real-
izing with parallel-coupled lines with the characteristic
impedance of 2

√
Z0Ω and the electrical length of λ/8

in a conventional structure. The simulated and measured
results of the conventional and the proposed divider are
compared at 0.9 GHz. The insertion losses (S21, S31) are
less than 3.1 dB, while the return losses (S11) are less
than 34.6 dB across 100% fractional bandwidth. More-
over, the proposed Wilkinson power divider achieves
more than 25.5 dB suppression at 2f0.

Index Terms – band stop filter, harmonics suppression,
parallel-coupled lines, Wilkinson power divider.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Wilkinson power divider, first introduced by
Wilkinson [1], is an essential component for microwave
and millimeter-wave applications. It is widely used
because of its useful property of being perfectly matched
at all ports, high isolation between the output ports
[2] and power divider with harmonics suppression
[3–5]. The Wilkinson power divider consists of two
quarter-wavelength branches of transmission lines with
a characteristic impedance 2

√
Z0 and a parallel resistor

2Z0 connecting two output ports as shown in Fig. 1 (a). A
conventional Wilkinson power divider is designed based
on the electrical length of a desired fundamental fre-
quency. However, high-order harmonic signals appear
at the output ports due to the periodic characteristics
of a transmission line. In addition, using the quarter-
wavelength transmission lines will unavoidably lead to
poor selectivity in each transmission path. The selectivity
can be improved by adding bandpass filters at the input or
at each output port of the Wilkinson power divider. How-

ever, this approach is not suitable for a compact design
[6–8].

Several researchers presented a Wilkinson power
divider for reducing high-order harmonic frequency,
such as a band pass filter using the open/shot stub [9],
third order bandpass filter high order [10], lowpass fil-
ter [11–12], and all mentioned above techniques can
reduce the harmonics frequency suppression perfectly.
Most techniques are limited due to their fabrication com-

(a) 

(b)

Fig. 1. Schematics of (a) conventional and (b) the pro-
posed Wilkinson power divider with integrated band stop
filter.
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plexities. Employing a transmission line with inherent
bandstop filter functionality, we propose a replacement
of ordinary quarter-wavelength branches of transmission
lines with the parallel-coupled lines bandstop filters as
shown in Fig. 1 (b).

Section II presents the basic theory of the proposed
bandstop filter based on parallel-coupled lines to sup-
press the harmonic signals. The proposed method also
results in the suppression of 2f 0 frequency response, as
presented in Section III. The paper is finally concluded
in Section IV.

II. THEORY
A. Band stop filter based on parallel-coupled lines

Band stop filters (BSF) are important components
in microwave and modern wireless communications sys-
tems. Their potential applications are rejecting higher
harmonics and spurious passband responses in trans-
mission line circuits. A conventional band stop circuit
with either a shunt stub or stepped-impedance transmis-
sion line is not suitable due to its large circuit size [9,
13–16]. Recently, some periodic materials such as pho-
tonic bandgap (PBG), electromagnetic bandgap (EBG),
and defected ground structure (DGS) [17–19], have been
shown to exhibit good band stop filter characteristics
and are popularly applied in band stop filter designs.
Their stopband bandwidth and sharp cutoff frequency
response are enhanced by increasing the periodic cells,
which leads to a larger size and more transmission loss
in the stopband. Moreover, PBG, EBG, and DGS require
an etching process on the backside ground plane, and
additional position calibration increases time consump-
tion and helps overcome some machining difficulties [9].

We proposed a simple design of a compact band stop
filter using parallel-coupled lines as shown in Fig. 2. To
suppress the second harmonic frequency response, the
proposed band stop filter is designed and implemented
by using a section of λ/8 parallel-coupled lines and cas-
caded with an ordinary λ/8 at the operating frequency
f0 as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The function of the integrated
band stop filter is to suppress spurious response in the
transmission coefficient (S21) at the second harmonic.
The equations of the input reflection coefficient (S11) and
forward transmission coefficient (S21) of the proposed

Fig. 2. Schematic of the proposed 2-port band stop filter
based on parallel-coupled lines.

circuit are obtained from the relationship of voltage, cur-
rent, and impedance of a 4-port parallel-coupled lines
network [10] as shown in Fig. 2. These relationships can
be expressed in Equations (1)-(4) as shown [20–21]:

V1 = Z11I1 +Z13I3 +Z14I4, (1)
V2 = Z21I1 +Z23I3 +Z24I4, (2)
0 = Z31I1 +Z33I3 +Z34I4, (3)

V4 = Z41I1 +Z43I3 +Z44I4. (4)
From Fig. 2, the 4-port network of parallel-coupled

lines is transformed into a 2-port band stop filter, where
port 1 and port 4 are the input and output ports, respec-
tively. The initial conditions are V3 = 0 and I2 = 0
to obtain the relationship between voltage, current and
impedance parameters of the 2-port band stop filter. We
eliminate I3 from Equation (1) and (4). Therefore, the
current I3, which is a function of I1 and I4 as shown in
Equation (5), is substituted into Equations (1) and (4),
then the 2-port impedance matrix of the band stop filter
is obtained as shown in Equation (6):

I3 =−Z13

Z11
I1− Z12

Z11
I4, (5)

ZBSF =

[ (
Z11−Z2

13/Z11
)

(Z14−Z12Z13/Z11)
(Z14−Z12Z13/Z11)

(
Z11−Z2

12/Z11
) ]

,

(6)
where [21]:

Z11 =
1
2
(ZOe coth(θe)+Z00 coth(θ0))

Z12 =
1
2
(Z0e coth(θe)−Z00 coth(θ0))

Z13 =
1
2
(Z0e csch(θe)−Z00 csch(θ0))

Z14 =
1
2
(Z0e csch(θe)+Z00 csch(θ0)) .

From Equation (6) Z12T = Z21T and Z11T
1Z22T , the

2-port impedance matrix of the bandstop filter is shown
in Equation (7):[

V1
V2

]
=

[
Z11T Z12T
Z21T Z22T

][
I1
I2

]
. (7)

The 2-port matrix in Equation (6) was used to cal-
culate the input impedance (Zin), the input port reflection
coefficient (S11) and the forward transmission coefficient
(S21) of the proposed band stop filter as in Equations (8),
(9) and (10) [21, 22]:

Zin = Z11T − Z2
12T

(Z22T +Z0)
, (8)

S11 =

(
Z2

11T −Z2
0
)−Z2

12T

(Z11T +Z0)(Z22T +Z0)−Z2
12T

, (9)

S21 =
2Z0Z12T

(Z11T +Z0)
2−Z2

12T

. (10)

Figure 3 shows the simulated results of the pro-
posed band stop resonator in terms of S11 and S21, where
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the proposed bandpass filter is synthesized from a cou-
pling factor of −10 dB parallel-coupled lines. Consider-
ing the inset figure shown in Fig. 3, the relevant volt-
age coupling factors of parallel-coupled lines for syn-
thesizing the band stop filter are between −9 dB and
−10 dB, which provides the best performance to sup-
press the spurious response at a frequency of 2f 0. There-
fore, in the proposed power divider, the band stop fil-
ters were synthesized from −10 dB coupling factor with
characteristic impedance Z0 = 70.7Ω, the even and odd-
mode impedances of coupled lines were Z0e = 98.09Ω
and Z0o = 50.95Ω, on Arlon AD-260A printed circuit
boards with the following design parameters: εr = 2.60,
h = 1.0 mm, tan δ = 0.0017 at the operating frequency of
1.8 GHz.

Fig. 3. Frequency response (S21) and (S11) of band stop
filter based parallel-coupled lines.

B. Themodified transmission line with integrated 2f 0
band stop filter

The conventional Wilkinson power divider consists
of two quarter-wavelength transmission lines with the
characteristic impedance

√
2Z0 connected between the

input port and the two output ports. A resistor of 2Z0 con-
nected between the output ports as shown in Fig. 1 (a).
In this research, we insert the proposed band stop fil-
ter into each branch of a λ/4 transmission lines. Each
transmission line is divided into two sections, as shown
in Fig. 4. The first section is a λ/8 parallel-coupled-
lines band stop filter, while the second part is an ordi-
nary λ/8 transmission line. Both sections have charac-
teristic impedances

√
2Z0. These modified transmission

lines have the same electrical length and characteristic
impedance as the original design. However, it’s particu-
larly capable of suppressing the signal at the harmonic
frequency 2f 0 of the fundamental frequency of the
Wilkinson power divider operating frequency due to the
stop band network.

C. The proposed Wilkinson power divider with inte-
grated 2f 0 band stop filter

Based on the theories and concepts described in the
previous section, a Wilkinson power divider capable of
suppressing the second harmonic without adding a band

Fig. 4. The proposed synthetic transmission line with the
integrated 2f 0 spurious suppression band stop filter.

stop filter at the input port or the output ports is pro-
posed. The band stop filter is integrated into the origi-
nal design, as shown in Fig. 5. The replaced modified
transmission lines maintain the original electrical prop-
erties of the conventional design. The size of the circuit is
increased from the conventional circuit by 10% in the y-
axis and increased by 10% when considering the overall
area. The circuit design is simple, with minimal adjust-
ments to the length of the transmission line to meet the
desired operating frequency f 0. The proposed Wilkin-
son power divider was designed and simulated on Arlon
AD-260A printed circuit board. The integrated band stop
filters were synthesized using a −10 dB coupling coef-
ficient parallel-coupled lines with the following design
parameters: εr = 2.60, h = 1.0 mm, and tan δ = 0.0017 at
the operating frequency of 0.9 GHz.

The insertion losses (S21, S31) and the input
return loss (S11), are not different from those of the
conventional circuit. A significant change in the input
return loss is achieved by the the coupled lines via holes.
The simulated results in Fig. 6 show that, S11 of the
proposed circuit (—) increases when compared to the
conventional circuit (—–) at the frequencies 0.9 GHz
(f 0) and 1.8 GHz (2f0), while, the S21 and S31 are pre-
served with −3 dB values in the range of the circuit
bandwidth. The proposed circuit has the S21, S31 sup-
pression performance to less than −20 dB at the 2f0 or
1.8 GHz. However, parasitic inductance of the coupled

Fig. 5. Schematic of the proposed Wilkinson power
divider with integrated BSF-based parallel-coupled lines
and the shunted capacitance (Cin).
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lines via holes significantly affects the return loss of the
circuit. There are two approaches to tackle this. These
are: 1) choose a printed circuit board with a thin sub-
strate to reduce the inductance caused by the length of
via ground and 2) add shunted capacitance (Cin) [13] at
the input port as shown in Fig. 5 to improve the input
matching.

Fig. 6. Simulated frequency response of conventional
and the proposed Wilkinson power divider.

III. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The proposed technique’s performance is proven
with a design of a 0.9 GHz operating frequency
f0 Wilkinson power divider. The circuit prototype is
designed and fabricated on AD260A substrate (εr =
2.60, h = 1.0 mm, tan δ = 0.0017). The band stop fil-
ters were synthesized in the proposed circuit from −10
dB coupling coefficient parallel-coupled lines with elec-
trical parameters Z0 = 70.7Ω, Z0e = 98.09 Ω, and Z0o =
50.95Ω. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the proposed
Wilkinson power divider. The conventional Wilkinson
power divider employs ordinary transmission lines with
W=1.50 mm and L =58.00 mm at the electrical length of
0.5π . While the proposed Wilkinson power divider con-
sists of two subcircuits, the first subcircuit used 0.25π
at 0.9 GHz parallel-coupled-lines with W =1.2 mm, S
= 0.30 mm, and L = 19.00 mm. For the second subcir-
cuit, a 0.25π transmission line with W = 1.50 mm, and
L = 29.00 mm is employed. In the proposed circuit,
the modified transmission line consists of a band stop
filter based on λ/8 parallel-coupled lines operating at
the frequency 2f 0 of the Wilkinson power divider cir-
cuit cascaded with an ordinary λ/8 transmission line.
This research used Sonnet-Lite and Matlab for simula-
tion, data processing, and display. The simulated results
of both circuits are shown in Fig. 6. The experiment was
performed with an S5065 Vector Network Analyzer from
Copper Mountain calibrated the frequencies from 0.1 to
3 GHz.

Table 1: The Wilkinson power divider circuits’ physical
dimensions
Wilkinson

Power

Divider

W,S,L (mm) Electrical

Length

(rad)

Conventional Ordinary lines
W=1.50, L= 58.00

0.5π

Wilkinson
with BSF

Ordinary Lines
W=1.50, L= 29.00
BSF Coupled Lines

W= 1.20, S=0.30, L=19.00

0.25π

0.25π

(a) 
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Fig. 7. Measured results of (a) conventional and (b) the
proposed Wilkinson power divider with integrated band
stop filters.

The measured results of the conventional power
divider are shown in Fig. 7 (a). The values of the inser-
tion loss S21 and S31 are approximately −3.00 dB, at
frequencies from 0.1 to 3.0 GHz, while the S11 is less
than −25.00 dB at 0.9 GHz and −10.10 dB at 1.8
GHz. In Fig. 7 (b), the insertion losses S21, S31, and
return loss S11 of the proposed Wilkinson power divider
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Table 2: The measurement S-Parameters of the circuits
Wilkinson Power

Divider

Frequency

(MHz)

% BW

Conventional 1,066 118
Wilkinson with BSF 1,255 136

Table 3: The comparison of Wilkinson power dividers
Ref. Frequency

(GHz)

Techniques Implementation

[3] 1.65 Open stubs Complicated
[4] 3.00 Parallel-coupled

Line
Complicated

[5] 1.80 Open ended stubs Complicated
[10] 2.45 Microstrip

bandpass
Complicated

[20] 0.90 STIL
compensated

Simple

This
work

0.90 BSF coupled
lines

Simple

around the operating frequency of 0.9 GHz are−3.10 dB
and less than −34.60 dB with the input capacitive stub
employed.

More than 100% fractional bandwidth is obtained,
and the insertion loss’ suppression performance at 2f 0 is
approximately more than −25 dB. Comparing the abil-
ities of the proposed Wilkinson power divider and the
conventional designs, the fractional bandwidths are 136
% and 118%, as shown in Table 2. Photographs of the
conventional and the proposed Wilkinson power divider
printed circuit boards with integrated band stop filter-
based parallel-coupled lines are shown in Figs. 8 (a) and
8 (b). The circuit sizes, excluding the input and output
connectors, of conventional and the proposed Wilkinson
power divider, are approximately 24.5 cm2 and 18.24
cm2. The proposed circuit is 25% smaller than the con-
ventional circuit.

  

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3 Port 3

Port 2

Port 1
BSF

# 1

BSF# 2

Cin

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. PCB photograph of (a) conventional and (b) the
proposed Wilkinson power divider with integrated BSF-
based coupled lines and the shunted capacitance (Cin) at
the input port.

Table 3 summarizes previous works and the pro-
posed circuit. Our design is based on band stop fil-
ter coupled lines, which is simple, while the other
designs are more complicated. Therefore, the proposed
Wilkinson power divider is more suitable in terms of
implementation.

IV. CONCLUSION

A simple technique to improve the spurious
response suppression at the second harmonic of a
Wilkinson power divider by inserting a compact band
stop parallel-coupled lines in the original circuit has been
presented. The proposed technique has several distinct
features, such as low insertion and returns losses, good
selectivity in each output signal path, excellent spuri-
ous suppression, and simple design and implementation.
Based on the experiment, the spurious response of the
proposed Wilkinson power divider is more than 28 dB
at the second harmonic. Therefore, the technique has
potential for modern microwave and wireless communi-
cations.
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Abstract – In Electromagnetic launcher (EML) research,
beside reasonable L′ and high muzzle velocities, there
are several key features including multi-turn launching,
low field intensity in payload position, high frequency
shooting, less unwanted radiation, and so on. Attain-
ing a solution might be feasible by a different structure.
In this paper we have studied unequal curved electro-
magnetic rail launchers (EMRLs) as slice and cylindri-
cal multi-projectile electromagnetic launchers, and the
inductance gradient (L′) of these structures has been cal-
culated. Making multi-projectile EMRLs using a slice-
rail structure is much easier than other plane methods.
With a cylindrical multi-projectile EMRL, higher shoot-
ing frequency is more feasibly attained and there is no
limit on the number of launchers at the same time. High
temperature spots which are the result of high veloc-
ity and high current density distributions end in intense
destructive erosion. Decreasing intense erosion in elec-
tromagnetic launcher structures will be more economi-
cal and provide greater reliability, therefore resulting in
more applications for EMLs especially commercial ones.
In parallel electromagnetic launchers, these points and
areas are not omissible. In cylindrical EMRLs the prob-
lem of high current density distributions and its conse-
quent erosion is significantly decreased because of the
uniform distribution of current in its symmetric structure.

Index Terms – current density, electromagnetic launcher,
inductance gradient, magnetic force, velocity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic launcher technology is a relatively
recent development. Accelerating objects to very high
velocities only using electrical energy can have many
industrial applications [1–4]. As we know from basic
physics, a current- carrying closed loop senses an
expanding force in order to decrease changes in mag-
netic flow. An electromagnetic launcher works on this
basic principle of physics, and in its simplest form is
made up of two parallel long conductors, the rails, and

a conductor between them, the armature. The exerted
magnetic force on the armature, the Lorentz force, can
be calculated by the integral of the J×B over the arma-
ture volume. B and J are the magnetic flux density and
current density, respectively. Numerical simulation of
an electromagnetic launcher is an interesting challenge
that requires the computation of the inductance gradient,
current density distribution, joule heat created in con-
ductors and forces in the structure. Numerical methods
such as finite element, boundary element and method of
moment are reported in [5–8] and hybrid methods in [9–
11]. Shape and material of the rails and armature deter-
mine current density distribution in an electromagnetic
launcher. In a conventional rectangular electromagnetic
launcher, maximum values of current density occur at
inner corners of both rails [5], [12–14]. Inductance gra-
dient is calculated by gradient of magnetic flux for two
parallel rectangular conductors [5] which conforms for
very long structures so a difference between 2D and 3D
simulations is expected. A rectangular electromagnetic
launcher with C-shaped armature has been simulated by
finite element method in [12] where inductance gradient
and current distribution are computed for various root
ratios of C-shaped armature and rail overhang [12]. In
[13], for various width (h), thickness (w) and the separa-
tion (s) between two parallel rails the inductance gradi-
ent has been computed [13]. Also, a closed formula for
L′ is derived by using an intelligent estimation method
[15]. Applied current to the electromagnetic launcher is
a capacitor discharge, which is a very short pulse with a
time duration of less than a few milliseconds, thus cur-
rent distributes on the surface of the rails because of skin
effects. By using this phenomenon, the solution based
on the Schwartz–Christoffel map is presented for calcu-
lating the inductance gradient [16] and there is a negli-
gible difference with results in [5, 13, 15]. Using finite
element electromagnetic code, rectangular and circular
electromagnetic launchers with one and two parallel aug-
mented rails have been simulated to calculate self and
mutual inductance gradient where the results showed that
the rectangular rail shape with one pair of augmenting
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rails is better than other shapes [17]. In [18], various
rectangular and curved-bore electromagnetic launchers
have been simulated to calculate L′ in which the cross-
section of rails was equal to 1/10th of the electromag-
netic launcher bore size. Multi-turn railguns are suitable
options for applications in which a massive load should
be accelerated to high velocities [19, 20].

Critical erosion in rails created by the launching
process could result in flaws, especially with the next
launch. Very hot spots at edges and corners because
of high current densities, great tensions and stresses
applied on rails because of repulsive forces, and very
high velocity of armature, are major agents of erosion
[21, 22]. Replacing the many parts of an electromagnetic
launcher’s structure after each launch is not desirable for
reasons of time and cost. Additionally, replacing parts,
especially rails, is impossible in proposed applications
like asteroid mining and deflection [23]. Because of less
erosion, field applications prefer circular EMLs despite
experimental applications which recommend rectangular
bores for its higher L′. Circular electromagnetic launch-
ers have been studied [24] and it is obvious that there
is no distinct advantage; not only does L′ decrease but
the areas with high current densities also remain. Due
to the shape of its armature that includes solid shapes
like bullets, most research thus far has been done in
the field of parallel electromagnetic launchers. More
recently, ring arrangements of conventional railguns such
as as quadrupoles and sextupoles have been considered
in order to solve the problems of magnetic shielding
without shielding coils or materials [25, 26]. By reduc-
ing the field magnitude in front of the armature espe-
cially in the center of the structure because of symmet-
rical designs, thrust/current ratios increase and magnetic
shielding effects have improved. On the other hand, the
inductance gradient has reduced by more than 60%.

The inductance gradient for a cylindrical electro-
magnetic launcher is comparable with a parallel electro-
magnetic launcher with proper geometrical values of its
structure [27]. Also, experiments have shown a notice-
able decrease in the field intensity in front of the arma-
ture [28] and 2D simulated in [29]. Early military appli-
cations of electromagnetic launchers, which involved
launching a solid armature like a bullet, led researchers
to parallel electromagnetic launchers, thereby neglect-
ing the cylindrical structure. By using unequal circular
rails, we moved to cylindrical structures that have no
sharp edges and corners. A multi-projectile structure is
achievable when several slice-rails are arranged circu-
larly. It is also possible to unite their inner rails. By
arranging the curved rails in a cylindrical structure, the
magnetic field distributions have been changed to cir-
cles inbounded in the bore of launcher. Because of field
concentration between the rails, obtaining higher L′s is

respected. In this paper, slice-rail, multi-projectile and
cylindrical electromagnetic rail launchers are presented
and simulated by 3D-FEM. For each one, inductance
gradient has been calculated and compared together.
Also, force and current density distributions in rails and
in armature have been shown and discussed.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The behavior of the electromagnetic field in an EML
obeys basic Maxwell’s equations. In the absence of free
magnetic poles, B must be the curl of magnetic vector
potential (A) as the following:

∇•B = 0 → B = ∇×A, (1)

∇×H = σE + Js → ∇×
(

∇×A
μ

)
+σ

∂A
∂ t

= Js, (2)

where Js is impressed current density and σ is conduc-
tivity, μ is permeability and equals to μo. The equation
of magnetic force (Fm) is described as the following:

Fm =
∫

J×B dv =
L′I2

2
, (3)

where J and B are current density and magnetic flux
density on the armature volume, respectively. Inductance
gradient can be obtained by the following:

L′ =
2Fm

I2 , (4)

I is applied current and L′ is inductance gradient and
depends on the geometrical shape and physical arrange-
ment of the rails.

III. SLICE-RAIL ELECTROMAGNETIC
LAUNCHER

Electromagnetic launchers with equal rails have
been studied considerably while desired geometries for
rails is rectangular, concave, convex, and circular. An
electromagnetic rail launcher (EMRL) with unequal rails
is unusual in EML technology but, as we will see in
this paper, it is a viable and useful design especially
for a multi-projectile advancement. A concave-convex
pair of rails has been considered in which the convex
rail is smaller, especially when both rails are concen-
tric. It looks like a parallel rectangular electromagnetic
launcher which has overhead in only one rail. The geom-
etry and cross-section of the electromagnetic slice-rail
launcher (EMSRL) is shown in Fig. 1 where LR, Larm,
Ri, Ro and θ are EMSRL length, armature length, inner
rail radii, outer rail radii, and the total angle of curved
rails, correspondingly.

A. Inductance gradient and force distribution

If both rails of a conventional parallel EMRL are
curved in the same direction, it can be considered a
slice-rail. Thus, the role of height in conventional par-
allel EMRLs is the same role of θ in EMSRLs. By
increasing the angle θ , there are two parallel currents
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Fig. 1. The geometry and cross-section of the EMSRL
and L′ for versus θ with R1 = 10 mm,R0 = 30 mm and
Larm = 10 mm.

in the same direction on the outer rail, which means a
severe decrement in the magnetic field intensity in the
barrel; therefore, a decreasing L′ versus angle θ is rea-
sonable. It looks like the effects of height increasing in
the parallel EMRLs. Here we have somewhat rail over-
head which more decreases L′. The L′ versus angle θ
for a EMSRL with Ri=10 mm, Ro=30 mm, LR=500 mm
and Larm=10 mm is shown in Fig. 1. Looking like a con-
ventional EMRL, force distribution on the rails is repul-
sive. In the inner rail, the magnetic force is compressive
and cannot make a major defect in launch process but
the force upon the outer rail is expanding and wants to
decrease its curve. Because of this force, the minimum
pressure to hold a proper contact between armature and
outer rail must be provided by containments.

By decreasing the contact area, the current should
flow through less area, which results in higher density
distributions and consequently higher temperature spots.
The possibility of arc creation during the launch process
is increased too. Force distribution on outer rail is shown
in Fig. 2.

By using thicker outer rail or a rigid containment,
the negative effects of repulsing force upon the outer
rail could be neglected. Because of highly concentrated
current density in root region of armature, the magnetic
force in this region is maximum and its distribution is
very similar to its current distribution. As most of the
force is applied on the armature rear, there is no need to
have a long armature.

B. Current density distribution

As with a parallel electromagnetic launcher, current
density in an EMSRL is very highly concentrated at the
inside edge and corners of the rails, especially in the

Fig. 2. Force distribution in outer rail for 10 kA input
current.

 

Fig. 3. The current density distribution on the EMRL
for a single slice-projectile with LR = 500 mm,Rt =
10 mm,R0 = 30 mm, L2 mm = 10 mm and θ = 90◦ and
input current is 10kA.

inner rail, and because of its lesser cross-section, it is
very limiting (see Fig. 3). The problem of high current
density spots still exists, and not only there is not a
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considerable improvement over conventional rectangular
rail EMLs, it would be worse in the inner rail especially
for higher Ro/Ri ratios. The root region of the arma-
ture has the highest current density distribution similar
to a conventional EML, and the concentration of current
in this region would be higher if the Ro/Ri ratio were
increased because of radial distribution of current in the
armature. Thus, the joule heating process can be destruc-
tive in this region, especially in the area close to the
inner rail.

IV. MULTI-PROJECTILE EMSRL

In an EML system there are several desired goals
such as high muzzle velocity, uniform current distribu-
tion and low corrosion rate. In some applications hav-
ing a high frequency of launching is more desirable in
which lower muzzle velocities can be neglected. It is
possible to make a multi-projectile structure by using
an EMSRL. If we arrange several slice-rail structures
beside one another as their inner rails make slices of
a cylinder, a multi-projectile EMSRL can be made. All
the inner rails can be replaced with a complete cylinder
to lessen problems with the current density distribution
on the inner rails and to obviate the requirement of con-
tainment. The geometry of a dual-projectile and a quad-
projectile EMSRL are shown in Fig. 4, where Ri, Ro, LR,
Larm and θ are, respectively, inner rail radii, outer rail
radii, rail length, armature length and the total angle of
curved rails, as in a single EMSRL structure.

           
      (a)                                                            (b) 

Fig. 4. 3D view and cross-section of the EMSRL: (a)
dual-projectile and (b) quad-projectile.

A. Current density distribution

The current density distribution on the structure
of three dual-projectiles for θ =45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ is
shown in Fig. 5. The rail material is considered to
be copper. The current density distribution for larger
θ is more uniform and its maximum value in each
rail has decreased subsequently. Looking like a conven-
tional electromagnetic launcher, the high current density
spots are located at edges and corners. Also, the current
density distribution on the quad-projectile EMSRLs for
θ =20◦, 45◦ and 65◦ is shown in Fig. 6. In order to

(a)

(b)( )

(c)

Fig. 5. The current density distribution on dual-
projectile EMSRL, R f = 10 mm,R0 = 30 mm, L2 mm =
10 mm, LR = 500 mm and input current is 10kA. (a)
θ = 45◦, (b) θ = 90◦, and (c) θ = 135◦.

investigate the effect of a higher order of projectiles on
current density, its maximum values in armatures were
compared and it was seen that there is a decrement in
its maximum for higher order projectiles, especially in
larger θ . The current density distributions on armatures
of quad-projectile EMSRL with Ri=10 mm, Ro=30 mm,
Larm=10 mm, LR=500 mm and θ total=180◦ are shown in
Fig. 6. The maximum value of current density for a quad-
projectile EMSRL with θ=45◦ will be 9% lower than a
dual-projectile with θ=90◦.

B. Inductance gradient

As expected, the net force on the inner rail is neg-
ligible because of symmetry especially for higher order
projectiles. The net force on the outer rail is repulsive and
cylindrical containment can easily hold them. Making a
multi-projectile using equal slice-rail structure is a much
easier method in comparison with other plane methods.
Here, repulsing forces between rails are not limited as
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(a)

(b)

 
(c)

Fig. 6. The current density distribution on quad-
projectile EMSRL, R = 10 mm,R0 = 30 mm, L2 mm =
10 mm, LR = 500 mm and input current is 10kA. (a)
θ = 20◦, (b) θ = 45◦, and (c) θ = 65◦.

in others. In plane methods, holding rails needs more
consideration, especially the rails which must be inside
the structure, and design of a multi-projectile electro-
magnetic launcher with more armatures is not as easy
as here. To make an N-projectile EMSRL, N slice-rail
structure with θ=360◦/N should be held alongside each
other in a concentric ring position. It would appear that
we must use N slice-rail structures with less θ in order
to apply containment packing. By knowing the applied
force on each armature in moving direction, self and
mutual inductance gradients in an N-projectile launcher

can be calculated using the following equations:

F1 =
1
2

L′11I2
1 +M′

12I1l2 +M′
13I1I3 + . . .+M′

1nI1In,

F2 =
1
2

L′22I2
2 +M′

21I2l1 +M′
23I2I3 + . . .+M′

2nI2In,

...

Fn =
1
2

L′nnI2
n +M′

n1InI1 +M′
n2InI2 + · · ·+M′

n,n−1InIn−1,

(5)
where F1, F2, . . . , Fn are the electromagnetic propulsive
forces acting on the armatures in moving direction and
I1, I2, . . . , In are the excitation current flowing through
each rail respectively. In this symmetric design, the rails
currents are equal and I1 = I2=. . . =In=I and Mi j=M ji for
i, j=1, 2, . . . , n.

In order to study the effects of neighboring launch-
ers on each other, the values of M′ and L′e f f have
been determined using 2D-FEM simulations for these
three launchers (see Fig. 7): a dual-projectile, a triple-
projectile and a quad-projectile, all with Ri=4 mm,
Ro=35 mm. The mutual inductance gradient is a neg-
ative value in all cases, which means a decrement in
effective inductance gradient in a single shot. By increas-
ing the number of projectiles, the decrement value in
L′e f f would be larger. It is usual to define the effective
inductance gradient for each armature, after which a total
inductance gradient for the launcher can be defined as
the sum of the effective inductance gradients, L′total =

∑n L′eff .

Fig. 7. L’sc and M as function of θ for dual-
projectile, tripleprojectile and quad-projectile with Ri =
4 mm,Ra = 35 mm.

As we saw in Fig. 1, the inductance gradient of an
EMSRL decreases as its angle increases, and a simi-
lar behavior in multi-projectile EMSRLs is reasonably
expected. By increasing the number of projectiles in this
symmetric method, L′ reduction is reasonable. Thus, L′
of a quad-projectile is smaller than the L′ of a dual-
projectile, and both of them are smaller than the L′ of
single-projectile EMSRL when all of them have the same
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angle of θ . The L′ versus θ for single slice-projectile,
dual-projectile and quad-projectile EMSRLs is shown in
Fig. 8. The reduction in L′ values become smaller when
the total angle of the structure is increased.

Fig. 8. L’ as a function of θ for Single slice-
projectile, dual-projectile and quad-projectile with Ri =
10 mm,R0 = 30 mm, La mm = 10 mm, LR = 500 mm.

A structure with minimal hot-spots and tolerable L′
is very desirable especially in applications where substi-
tution of components is expensive or even impossible.
As previously discussed, an EMSRL can be expanded to
a multi-projectile EML by using more pairs, when the
number of slices increases or when its angle increases,
even though L′ would be decreased. Decreasing of the
L′ is not interesting but current density distribution in
rails would be more uniform and the maximum value
should be decreased. Thus, a complete structure which is
a cylindrical EMRL would be a good candidate to have
a tolerable L′ and a more uniform current density dis-
tribution in its rails. In the case of θ=360◦, which is a
complete cylindrical structure, the current density distri-
bution is ideally uniform at the surface of each rail at the
very least. In next section a cylindrical EMRL will be
considered.

V. CYLINDRICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC
RAIL LAUNCHER

A cylindrical EMRL is a structure with two concen-
tric cylindrical conductors in which the ring armature.
a ring armature closes the path of current between two
cylinders. Because of symmetry, there is no consider-
ation about imposed forces upon rails. The force upon
rails is radial and the net value is insignificant. In terms
of force distribution on rails, current density distributions
and consequent thermal effects, the cylindrical EMRL is
the best among slice-rail structures because of its sym-
metry, the reduced risk of hot spots and because no

containment is required, unlike parallel electromagnetic
launchers. The geometry of a cylindrical-rail EMRL is
shown in Fig. 9, where Ri and Ro are inner rail radii and
outer rail radii, respectively.

Fig. 9. Cylindrical EMRL. (a) cross section of the
EMRL, (b) half-view of the 3D model, and (c) diagram
of the current, magnetic flux density and force.

A. Current density and force distributions

A symmetrical structure such as a cylindrical elec-
tromagnetic launcher is expected to have more uniform
current distribution on the rails. Figure 10 shows the cur-
rent density distribution on the armature and both inner
and outer rails for a cylindrical EMRL, with Ri=10 mm,
Ro=30 mm, Larm=10 mm and LR=500 mm. Because
there is no high current spot on the inner rail, the pos-
sibility of hot spot creation and corrosion is decreased.
Current density distribution in the outer rail is not as
high as in the inner rail, although its distribution is uni-
form. To determine the effect of rail width on current
density distribution in rails, we considered the maximum
value of current density in each rail. The reduction of
the maximum value of current density in a thicker rail
is insignificant. Because of symmetry, net forces on rails
do not create a big quantity of the force. To avoid defor-
mation from tensions and possible fluctuation, it is bet-
ter to have rails with a minimum thickness of 10 mm.
Particular consideration should be given to the armature
because of its highly non-uniform current distribution;
consequently, temperature and forces distributions will
be non-uniform.

The distribution of Joule heat and force on the
armature of an EMRL, with Ri=10 mm, Ro=30 mm,
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Fig. 10. Cylindrical EMRL. Current density distribution
on rails when input current is 10 kA.

Larm=10mm, and LR=500 mm, is shown in Fig. 11. Due
to a high concentration of current density in the inner
part of the armature, the risk of melting is increased
and at the same time, because of bigger applied Lorentz
forces in this region, the possibility of deformation is
increased too.

B. Inductance gradient and velocity

It is obvious that a cylindrical EMRL is a slice-rail
one with θ=360◦ or any complete version of any multi-
projectile EMSRL. Figure 8 shows that the inductance
gradient decreases when the angle increases, so its min-
imum value will be obtained for a cylindrical state. The
effect of cross-sectional parameters was studied in a prior
work, so here only the effects of armature length and
position on L′ will be discussed.

Fig. 11. The distribution of the: (a) Joule heat and (b)
Lorenz force in the armature in a cylindrical EMRL
with R1 = 10 mm,R0 = 30 mm, L2 mm = 10 mm, LR =
500 mm and input current is 10kA.

As expected from conventional EMRLs, armature
width has no significant effects on the inductance gra-
dient of the structure and even current density distri-
bution. For very thin armatures, thermal considerations
must be considered and defect plausibility is increased.
With thicker armatures, not only are there no advantages
but the total mass of the launch package is increased,
resulting in lower muzzle velocity.

Thus, the only consideration is that the armature
width should be thick enough, at least 4 or 5 mm. The
effect of armature width on L′ is shown in Fig. 12. To
determine the inductance gradient of a structure across
the rail, the total rail length should be divided into sev-
eral small parts, then for a specified input current the pro-
pelling force on armature can be calculated, after which
L′ will be determined.

Fig. 12. Cylindrical EMRL: the inductance gradient ver-
sus armature length.

Fig. 13. Cylindrical EMRL: the inductance gradient ver-
sus armature position.
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For each point on rail, that process should be done
so a new design and a new meshing for each step.
The inductance gradient versus rail length is shown in
Fig. 13. Because two different rail lengths were consid-
ered, we have shown both of them versus percentage of
rail length. In regions far from breech or muzzle, there
is a slight increment in L′ value toward the muzzle. A
similar behavior was observed for conventional electro-
magnetic launchers.

Finally, muzzle velocity has been computed by
motion equations. The position and velocity of the arma-
ture are updated throughout the analysis shown in Chart
1. Figure 14 shows the current profile and velocity his-
tory of the muzzle for Ri= 4 mm, Ro=35 mm, Ri= 10 mm,
and Ro=30 mm.

 

Chart 1: Calculation of the velocity  

Fig. 14. Cylindrical EMRL: current profile (blue dot line)
and velocity history for Ri = 4 mm and Ro2 = 35 mm
(red dot dash line) and Ri = 10 mm and Ro = 30 mm
(black dash line).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper the slice-rail structure as an unequal-
rail parallel electromagnetic launcher and cylindrical
EMRL has been studied. The possibility of building a
multi-projectile EMSRL using pairs of slice-rail struc-
tures was shown. This is a much easier method for
making a multi-projectile in comparison with other
plane methods, especially because here repulsing forces
between rails are not limited as with others methods.
The inductance gradient of an EMSRL structure will be
decreased if its angle is increased. This is also valid for
the maximum value of current density in both rails. Simi-
lar behavior is observed in a multi-projectile electromag-
netic launcher. L′ of a quad-projectile is smaller than the
L′ of a dual-projectile, and both of them are smaller than
the L′ of a single-projectile EMSRL for a certain angle.
Rail width has no significant effects on the inductance
gradient of the structure and even on the maximum value
of current densities. Additionally, armature width has no
significant effects on the inductance gradient of the struc-
ture and even current density distribution. In regions far
from breech or muzzle, there is a slight increment in L′
value toward the muzzle.
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